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~- intt>oduced to the eX]plet>imental group. The experimental 
group worked on the exel:"c ises for seven weeks while the 
control group followed its usual reading pl:"ogram. At the 
end of' the experiment both groups were given a final 
inf'ol:'mal test to measure the skill of' ol:" ganization. 
It was assumed by the author that the experimental 
-2 
group would irp.pro ve in the skill of' organization as a result 
of' using the workbook. It was assumed, too, that this 
improvement would be revealed in higher scol:"es on the final 
informal test than on the initial test. The author expected 
the experimental group to show statistically more signifi-
cant gains on the inf'ot>mal test than the control group. It 
is the purpose of' the author to present her findings and to 
state whether or not her assumptionswel:"e justifiable. 
Justification of' the problem.-- Organization of ideas 
is necessary for meaningful l:"eading at all grade levels. 
Reading expel:"ts and cJa. ssl:"oom teacb.el:s recognize pupils' 
need for specific guidance in organizing the material they 
read . 
.A-lthough the skill of' organization is most often 
stressed at the intermediate grade level, the author feels 
that third-grade pupils can benefit from an intensive pro-
gram in this area of' reading instruction. Such a program 
helps third graders to understand what they read and to 
recall material f' or future reference. As with other areas 
• 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF REUTED RESEARCH 
Reading experts~ teachers and students have written 
books, articles and theses which stress the need for in-
struction in the skill of' ar' ganizat i(:H'l• Many specific 
reading abilities are included under the general heading 
of' organization. These have been defined and classified 
in different ways by different authors. 
J For the purpose of' this thesis,_organization may 
-4 
best be considered as a comprehension ability. Instruction 
in this skill is -designed to help pupils approach their 
reading with confidence and enable them to derive meaning 
from all types of material read. As a comprehension ability·, 
organiza t:Lon can be diffe.rentia ted from the basic study 
skill of organizati0n in the words of Guy L· Bond and 
1/ 
Miles A,.Tinker:-
n·The difference between the comprehension 
abilities involved in sensing the organization 
of information and the basic study skills of 
organization is that the former involves 
reasoning and restructuring of information,while 
the latter is just the mechanics of ordering the 
inf'orma t ion for further study .u 
Guy • Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Readin~ Difficulties, 
eir Diagnosis and Correction, Appleton- entury-Crofts, 
Inc., New York, 195?, P· 340. 
Bond and Tinker further expla. in their definition of 
organization and also list particular abilities under this 
headillg. 
u'The specific types of comprehens:hnn included 
in this category (sensing organization of material) 
ba ve as their major distinguishing characteristic .. 
the ability to sense order or relationship am0ng 
the facts read about. They include such abilities 
as: classifying and listing facts in a sensible 
manner; establishiP~ a sequence of events; following 
a series of related d:i.rections; sensing relationships; 
and distinguishing between the major ideas and the 
related facts. These are exacting sorts of reading., 
but they are of great importance.n 1/ 
Albert J• Harris and David H· Russell divide reading 
into three areas; developmental., recreational and functional. 
. 2/ ' 
Harris- lists tt •••• ability to organize what is read· ... 11 
-
und.er functional reading which includes ability to summarize 
and outline. Developmental reading includes skill in reading 
comprehension and involves finding answers to specific 
questions.~ selecting main ideas., understanding sequence of 
events, noting and recalling details, grasping the author's 
plan of organization and following directions. _ 
Harris mentlons the need for starting instruction in 
these skills early in the elementary program. 
uMany of the shortcomings in comprehension that 
are discovered in the upper grades are caused, not 
by any particular difficulty in learning, but by the 
1/Ibid • ., PP· 331-332. 
2/Albert J. Harris, H~v to Increase Reading Ability.~ 
Longmans, Green and Company., New York, 1956, p. 13. 
• 
abse~ce of any previous instruction to develop 
the missing skills. What is frequently called 
remedial work in comprehension turns out, in 
these cases, to be nothing but delayed first 
teaching. 11 l/ 
6 
Russell, too, feels that organization abilities should 
be continuously practiced throughout elementary school. He 
mentions organization as an important area of £unctional 
reading. Under the general heading of comprehension and 
organization he lists the following skills; finding main 
2/ . 
ideas and details and noting sequence.-
Under different categories he lists skill in alpha-
betical order and following directions as important areas 
to be developed. 
Paul McKee discusses organizational abilities by using 
3/ 
the term t1items 11 .-
- -
ttrt ems" are rr •••• certain understandings, skills, and 
. - -
attitudes ... , tt· needed for reading-study jobs. MeKee uses 
the term in relation to activities connected with silent 
reading. study. He feels that 11 itemstt: should be taught at 
the time when children have need for them. 
11 Thus some of the skills needed in using the 
index.of a book and some of the skills needed in 
outlining ideas may be introduced at.the third 
grade level. Other more complicated skills should 
not be introduced before the sixth grade level. 11 4/ 
1/Ibid. , p. 464. 
2/David H. Russell, Children Learn to Read, Ginn and Company, 
Boston, 1949, p. 225. 
3/Paul. McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School., 
Houghton MifflinCompany, Boston, 1948, p. 416. 
4/Ibid., P· 418. 
• 
McKee distinguishes between two :types of organization. 
one concerns arranging notes to present an orderly report 
of information gathered. 11In the second type of organizing, 
the pupil needs to organize a single printed or written 
selection as a means of studying and digesting that se-
1/ 
lection e.:Efectively, t~-
This second type is wbat this thesis is concerned 
with. McKee feels that: 
11 
••••• to gain the benefits inherent in this 
type of organization, the pupil must be able to 
distinguis~ main topics, subtopics and details 
.•.. to sense the relation existing among these 
various points, and to arrange points of infor-
mation in correct seQuence.lt 2/ 
In McKee 1 s textbook there is a thorough discussion of 
'
11 items n to be taught in grades three to six and detailed 
examples of methods and rna terials. _For third grade speci-
fically he lists five 11 itemsu· to be emphasized: 
11 1. Develop an understanding of what is meant 
by the topic of a paragraph. 
2. Develop. ah:.'Understar.ding of how to find 
the topic of a paragraph. 
3. Deyelop skill in finding the topic of a 
paragraph. 
4. Develop the understanding that a paragraph 
may be poor in the sense that it does not 
keep to the topic. 
5. Develop skill in finding the sentence or 
sentences in a paragraph that do not keep 
to the topic.n 3/ 
1/Ibid. , pp. 487-488. 
2/Loc. cit. 
3/Ibid., p. 489. 
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1/ 
Donald D. Durrell- does not use the term llitemsll~ but 
has his own way of defining organization and its importance 
in the curriculum. 
11 0rganization is an important ability in com-
prehension and recall; it is equally important in 
composition. Skill in organization of' ideas begins 
in primary grades~ since even the slowest learner 
can see the sequence of' happenings in a story or 
can combine objects tba t belong togeibher because of' 
obvious common factors.tt 
Durrell mentions· many tasks in reading which require 
11 the ability to organize., to group by common factors~ to 
subordinate within groups~·and to show relationships or 
2/ 
parts to whole. u- Such tasks are classification of' words_, 
ideas and materials and making an outline. 
Durrell suggests use of' study guides for developing 
3/ 
study skills with the pupils working in groups or teams.-
He presents sample study guides to help pupils organize and 
recall information read paragraph by paragraph in the content 
fields. Other guides are designed to help the students note 
4/ 
rr •... the pattern of J;nragraphs and larger units of material."-
The pupils are given exercises in selecting the correct topics 
or headlines for paragraphs, writing their own titles~ and 
listing minor topics to hel~ them finally'make their own 
two-step outlines. Emphasis is put on study teams with 
pupils of similar capabilities working together. 
1/Donald D· DUrrell., Improving Reading Instruction., World 
Bo~ Company, New York., 1956, P• 302. 
2/Doc. Cit. 
3/Ibid. ~ P• 287 · 
4/Ibid. , P• 295. 
outlines are ·made to help pupils tell or write what they've 
read about and to serve as memory checks. 
Gerald A. Yoakam's approach to the teaching of the 
study skills is slightly different from Durrell's. In his 
1/ 
textbook Yoakam- states that it is important to develop a 
program: 
u ••• • to guide the growth of study reading from 
the simplest beginnings at the first grade level to 
its most complex manifestations at the graduate 
level in the university. In the primary grades 
strong foundations may be laid for developing the 
abilities involved in study~ and in the middle grades 
definite progress may be made in developing study 
skills and in promoting the ability to read for 
·study purposes. If 
The author includes an extensive list of 11 •••• attitudes~ 
insights, understandings~ facts J principles, and skills es-
2/ 
sential to success in work-type reading."- Among these he 
includes the following: 
1. Ability to skim mat erial in order to find a 
word or phrase, to answer a question or to 
verify a fact. 
2. Ability to follow a sequence or development 
in a narrative or the logical development of 
an explanation or description. 
3. Ability to find .the main ideas in paragraphs 
or larger units. 
4. Ability to find the supporting details. 
1/Gerald A. Yoakam, Basal Reading Instruction, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., New York, ·.1955~ p. 220. 
g/Ibid., p. 225. 
• 5. Ability to follow a. set of written directions in carrying out an activity - such as using a. recipe or performing an exercise or assignment. 
6. Ability to find the answers to simple fact 
questions. 1/ 
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Yoakam presents a. detailed program of instruction in 
the study skills from the readiness level through the sixth 
grade level. He suggests that teachers of the readiness, 
pre-primer ahd primer levels include the following skills 
in their programs; sequence, following directions and iden-
tifying main ideas. In grades one and two he would add 
instruction in classifica.ti on of words and organization of 
ideas. Grade tbree teachers of reading should continue 
developing the skills introduced in the earlier grades 
and add such skills as reading to find answers to questions, 
listing main events .t skimming and listing main events of a 
2/ 
story in sequence.-
Similar skills of organization are discussed by Emmett 
3/ 
A· Betts- Who states that u •••• the ability to organize cen-
tributes to comprehension, retention, and effective study 
habits. rt Skills mentioned under organizing information in-
elude the following: 
1/Ibid., P• 226. 
2/Ibid., PP• 229-234. 
3/Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, 
American Book Company, New York, 1954, p. 92. 
• 1. Jtbility to identify the main idea in a unit of reading material. 
2. Ability to identify details to support 
the main idea. 
3. Skill and ability to relate main ideas 
and details in outline form. 
1/ 
4. Ability to identii'y a sequence of events.-
- 2/ 
11 
Carter and McGinnis- in their outline of the stages of 
reading describe grades three and four as a period of 
n •••• expanding power. n· They mention two organization skills 
- -
to be developed in this peried. These are 11 •••• making simple 
-
outline with aid of teacher •••• (and) dividing story into 
- . ~ 
parts showing acts, scenes, chapters or main divisions .. tt 
Many articles have been written to stress the need for 
instruction in the skill of organization. Mary C. Austin, 
Gertrude Hildreth,Donna Norton, Josephine Tronsberg and 
Edna Wilson have all presented their views on this subject. y 
Mary c. ~usti:n writes that u •••• every primary-grade 
teacher •••• makes provision for these important types @f 
reading comprehensio!i) : 
' 
1. Reading to get the main idea or general impression 
2. Reading to note significant details 
3. Reading to follow a sequence of events. tt 
1/Ibid., P• 92 • 
2/Homer L· J.Carter and norothy J. McGinnis, Learnin~ to Read, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1953, P· 1 5. 
3/Ibid·, P• 132. 
---
yMary C. )\.ustin, University of Chicago Conference on ReaditLg, 
Classroom Techniques in Improvi 1:7 Readit 1:7, Proceedings, 1949, 
University of C icago Press, Chicago, PP• 29-33· 
,,. 
• 
12 
She mentions wa1s of developing these skills at the readiness 
level and~ more specificall1 in relation to the topic of this 
thesis, at the upper primary level. Her suggestions for 
techniques of teaching rna. in idea include selecting pictures 
to go with paragraphs of a story, choosing thema.in idea 
from multiple choices~ writing headlines far newspaper stories 
and preparing two or three sentence reports of books read. 
For noting detaiJs she recommends use of skeleton outlines 
and individual records of unaided recall. 
1/ 
Gertrude Hildreth- in her list of reading skills and 
achievements for grades one and two mentions the following~ 
u1. Improvement ~:t;D,nlp;r:eb.€Usiol1_·;. of reading text. 
2. Improvement in s tud1 skills involving reading 
for gaining information, reading for detail, 
solving problems, collecting~ reme:nb ering and 
reporting information, and using reference 
sources. u: 
She suggests particular types of practice to improve 
comprehension such as organizing ideas in reading b1 finding 
answers to questions, finding main ideas of a ~~agraph~ 
following written directions and arranging ideas in sequence., 
2/ 
Donna Norton- stresses teaching sequence in the early 
primar1 grades. ttEvents must be recognized as separate 
1/Gertrude Hildreth, National Society for the Stud1 of Edu-
cation, Readi~ in the Elementary School~ Forty-Eighth 
Yearbook, 194~ Part II., University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
Illinois~ pp. 93-126. 
2/Donna Norton, University of Chicago Conference on Reading, 
~romoting Growth Toward Maturity in Interpreting What Is Read, 
Proceedings, 1951, Universit1 of Chicago Press~ Chicago, 
Illinois, pp. 120-124. 
-• 
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elements of the story, and the sef~l order of ~vents is 
then associated in time sequence.- Organization of ideas 
can be improved with proper instruction. 11 The child 1s 
attention needs to be directed to the fact that little, if 
anything, happens witp.out a cause. He should be taught to 
search for casual relations in making ob serva·tions and to 
2/ 
use them in interpreting the printed page.u-
. . 3/ -
Josephine Tronsberg- also feels the need to start 
training in organization in the early primary period. 
ttsome teachers are of the opinion that the 
teaching of comprehension and other study skills 
should be delayed until the intermediate grades, 
where the children will need them in the study of 
geography, history, and science ••.. These teachers 
fail to realize tbat the techniques for teaching 
comprehension in the primary grades, if properly 
directed, prepare the chiJ.dren for the more in- 4/ 
volved study skills needed in later school years. u-
.. 
She would include the following skills in her primary 
program: following directions, recognizing sequence, 
skimming, and getting the main thought. 
5/ 
Edna Wilson- agrees that work in study skills should 
begin in the early school years. n·chiJ.dren grow in their 
1/Ibid., P· 120. 
2/Ibid· , p. 121. 
3/Josephine Tronsberg, University of Pittsburgh Conference 
on Reading, Proceedings, 1951, University of Pittsburgh 
Press, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, PP· 40-46. 
4/Ibid. , p. 40. 
5/Edna Wilson, Universi~ of Chicago Conference on Reading, 
Promoting Growth Toward Maturity in Interpreting What Is Read, 
Proceedings, 1951.~ University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
Illinois, PP· 67-75. 
• 
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ability to use tbe more difficult skills - to infer, 
to idl:'rganize, and to react to what they read - in proportion 
1/ 
to the emphasis placed upon their development in teaching. u-
She would emphasize reading for main idea~ skimming and 
tracir.g sequence of events. 
The ideas of reading experts on the subject of or gani-
za tion skills in reading are shared by students and teachers .. 
There are many unpublished theses and service papers com-
pleted at Boston University on the subject of organization. 
Most of these works include specific programs for developing 
some aspect of this skill. Research has been done at both 
the primary and intermediate levels with the greatest em-
phasis at the intermediate level. 
The author was most concerned with programs for primary 
gradesJ particularly grade three. Among those papers designed 
for instruction at the primary level is Miss Welch's service 
paper, ~ercises to Develop Reading Organization in Grade 
27 . . 
Three~- the exercises which are evaluated in this thesis. 
Miss Welch constructed her workbook because she felt 11 •••• the 
skill of organization is one of the abilities which is 
necessary to the development of both a clear concept and 
... 3/ 
recall of rna terial read. u-
1/Ibid. , p. 68 • 
2/Gertrude.R. Welch .. Exercises to Develop Reading Organi-
zation in Grade Three, Unpublished Master 1 s Service Paper, 
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1949. 
• 
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She built the exercises :for practice mainly in the :following 
abilities: selecting major ideas~ noting details~ :following 
directions, class i:ficat ion, chronological sequence, sentence 
order, alphabetical order and identifying l.ong and short 
vowel sounds. 
I/ 
Alice R. Geary- did a thesis on improving organization 
in oral recall at the third grade level. She stated that 
11 
•••• children in· the primary grades are introduced to many 
kinds o:f new reading experie noes. Organization :for recall 
on these very experiences becomes a problem. The children 
should be able to reproduce orally, in an organized manner~ 
what is read ...• n Her lessons were constructed on :four 
levels :for the advanced, average, remedial and slow-learning 
pupils. They were designed to train the pupils to skim :for 
specific purposes, namely :for: 
1. Locating proper names and dates 
2. Answering questions phrased like the text 
3 • .Answering questions with no verbal clue 
4. Locating different answers to single question 
2/ 
5. Locating information :from content and index-
By testing the abilities o:f the control and experimental 
groups before and after using the exercises, she :found that 
the experimental group improved their organization o:f ideas 
1/Alice R. Geary, An Evaluation o:f a Planned Program :for Im-
proving Organization in Oral Recall, Unpublished Masterts 
Thesis, Boston University~ Boston, Massachus'etts, 1949, p. 1. 
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with the most s i§:lificant gain made by the highest of the 
four reading levels. 
1/ 
Catherine A· Sullivan- found that the experimental 
group in her third grade project made -s i§:lificant gains in 
oral recall as a result of using a wo:rkbook of exercises. 
Emphasis .was placed on the following skills! listing 
memories, selecting central thought, arranging events in 
proper sequence and not~ng details in a selection. 
Catherine Sullivan felt, as did Alice Geary, that 11 •••• in 
the primary grades the foundation must be laid for the de-
velopment of organized thinking and tbe a.b:tl:t:W.YJ· to remember 
and recall materials which have been read ••.. u 
?/ 
Geraldine J. Freise- would agree that organization aids 
recall, but she stressed the development of the study skills 
in relation to social studies at a third grade level. 
!!If the pupil is to comprehend well and is 
able to recall the many Social Studies facts which 
he has read, it is necessary to make him aware of 
the main ideas and supporting details in any type 
of selection he may read and to teach him to ar-
range these items in order. When taught in isolation 
many pupils seem to find it difficult to understand 
why tbey may learn a particular skill or habit. If 
they are shown that it can be transferred or applied 
to a certain learning task in a content subject, and 
made to work for them •••• the necessity for acquiring 
this skill has more real meaning ••.. u· 
!/catherine A. Sullivan, An Evaluation of Workbook Exer-
cises for D~ye~~ping Oral Recall in Grade Three, Unpublished 
Master's 'S:e~v.iee Paper, Boston University, Boston, Ma.ssachu-
setts, .. 1948, p. 3· 
.2/Geraldine J. Freise, Exercises Integrating Reading Skills 
With Social Studies for Third Grade, Unpublished Master 1 s 
Thesis, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1957, pp.l-2. 
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The exercises in the Freise thesis are similar to those of 1/ ·. 
Gertrude R. Welch- but the content and vocabulary have 
special reference to the Social Studies program of Portland, 
Maine. 
Other unpublished papers contain material for work in 
?.! 
the first and second grade- Mary Barlow has written a 
thesis to ~esent an evaluation of workbook exercises de-
Signed to imprOVe :firSt graders I SkillS Of classification 
and finding main ideas. She evaluated thirty exercises 
3/ 
from the .Mary H· Sweeney~· thesis. The first graders in the 
experimental group made gains in the two skills, but the 
statistically significant gain was made only iri finding 
main ideas. 
Two theses include materia 1 for second grade work in 
the· skill of Clr'ganization. Frances D. O'Leary and Eleano.r• 
4/ 
Lucey- wrote a joint paper, with exercises .. to develop classi-· 
-
fication, sequence o.f events, main idea and skirmning. The 
exercises were constructed for work with slow learners and 
they were so written as to require a minimum of teacher 
direction. 
!/Gertrude R· We·lch, OP· Cit. 
2/Mary Barlow, A,n Evaluation of a Planned Program for 
Teaching Cla--ssification and Finding Main Ideas in Grade One, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 
Massachusetts, 1951. 
3/Mary H· Sweeney, et al., A Workbook for Study Skills in 
the .Primary Grades, Unpublished Master's Service Paper, 
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1949. 
4/Frances D.o'Leary and Eleanor Lucey, Reading Exercises 
For Grade Two, Unpublished Master's Service Paper, Boston 
University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1949. 
·e 
1/ 
Nellie Senften 1 s- service paper also consists of 
exercises to develop study skills in the second grade. 
One group of exercises was designed to develop thorough 
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reading~ reading for main ideas and minor ideas, reading 
to follow directions, follow sequence and to organize 
and classify ideas. A second group of exercises was planned 
to improve associa tional reading. 
Besides the work done in construction of exercises, 
?) 
there is one thesis containing a primary level test of 
reading achievement. Four forms of each test were con-
structed for each grade. The tests includes items in 
classification, major and minor ideas and sequence. An 
item analysis was done for each skill tested at each grade 
level. The data showed, that pupils coukt."l:andle the items 
at all the primary levels. The item analysis for each 
form provides useful information for those who might want 
to use some of the items for further research in the study 
skills program in the primary grades. 
The aforementioned research in the study skills was 
concerned with instruction at the primary level. Below 
the author will discuss the unpublished Boston University 
works on the subject of the intermediate grade program in 
the skill of organization. 
1/Nellie Senften, The Construction of Exercises to Promote 
the Development of Nooamental Study Skills at the Second 
Grade Level, Unpublished Master 1 s Service Paper, Boston 
Univer.si ty, Bost·on, Massachusetts~ 1949. 
2/Virginia E.Bennett, et al., Construction and Evaluation of 
Group Tests in Reading for Grades One, Two and Three, un-
published Master 1s Thesis, Boston University,Boston, Massa-
chusetts, 1953. 
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1/ 
Joan R. Johns on' s-thesis is very similar in plan to 
this one. The purpose of the work was 11 •••• to evaluate a 
workbook of exercises desi gp.e d to aid sixth grade pupils 
in the essential study skills of organization." The 
2/ . -
exercises of Helen L· Hulsman- were used. They included 
practice in the following skills: 
l. Generalization 
2· categories 
3. Selecting best titles 
4. Organizing scrambled out lines 
5. Finding topic sentences 
6. Organizi~~ sequence from memory 
7. Writing headlines and titles 
s. Supplying major and minor topics for 
incomplete outlines 
3/ 
9. Making a complete outline.-
The experiment was carried out on a· population of 
639 sixth grade pupils; 319 in the experimental group and 
320 in the control group. The groups were given an informal 
pre~test before the workbook was used by the experimental 
group. A final informal test was administered at tbe end 
1/Joan R. Jo}J.nson, Evaluation of Exercises to Develop 
Reading Organization in Grade Six, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1951. 
2/Helen L· Hulsman, Exercises to Develop Reading Organi-
zation in Grade Six, Unpublished Master's Service Paper, 
Boston University,Boston, Massachusetts, 1947. 
3/Johnson, op. cit., p. 24. 
• 
of the experiment. Despite a disadvantage in reading age 
and pre-test scores at the outset~ the experimental group 
made definite gains in the informal test of organization. 
It was stated that 11 •••• the experimental group showed a 
true significance in favor of intensive, systematic drill 
1/ 
in reading organization over a five-week period. rr-
2/ .. 
Gertrude T. Hanley- was concerned with a similar 
project at the fourth grade level. She prepared forty 
lessons to teach the skill of organization with emphasis 
on identifYing and understanding najor and minor ideas. 
Both informal and standardized tests were given to the 
experimental ailad control groups at the beginning and end 
of the experiment. Her results showed that the experimental 
group made greater gains in the skill of organization than 
the control group, but the gains were not statistically 
more signfficant than those of the control group. She felt 
that a Jarger population and a longer experimental period 
may ba ve made a difference in the findings .. 
Other students have worked with constructing exercise~3 
for practice in particuJar skills. Cusack, Murphy and 
3/ 
cosgrove- wrote a service paper which provides a readiness 
program in outlining for fourth graders. The emphasis is 
1/Ibid. , P• 43 · 
2/Gertrude T· Hanley, An Evaluation of the Effect of a Pro-
gram of Specific Training in the Skill of Organization in 
Improving Co:rnprehension in the Fourth Grade, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University,Boston, Massachusetts, 1953 . 
3/Gertrude L· Cusack, Katherine T.Murphy, Claire J. Cosgrove, 
Exercises to Develop tbe Ability to cJassify Words and to 
outline Paragraphs, Grade IV, Unpublished Master's Service 
Paper, Boston Un~versity,Boston, Massachusetts, 1949. 
on classification and simple organization including practice 
in finiing the main topic, arranging sentences and phrases 
in logical sequenc~, cJassifying words, phrases and sen-
tences, identifying irrelevant words, selecting headings, 
matching topics with paragraphs, completing incomplete 
outlines and writing complete outlines. nBy including the 
task of rraking a complete two-point ou~line of a paragraph~ 
it was intended to show the ultimate objective of this type 
1/ 
of study skill for pupils in grade four. rr-
2/ ~ 
Similar exercises- were prepared for work in organi-
zation in the fifth grade. 
Added to the type of exercises used in the Cusack 
thesis mentioned above were some in dictionary wo.r.k. 
Three Master 1s candidates concentrated on specific 
problems of teaching outlining in the intermediate grade'S. 
Their work shows that many of the skills of organization 
stressed at the primary level are necessary for successful 
work in outlining. Several ~pes of exercises for develop-
ing outlining are quite similar to those used in this thesi·s 
for developing skill of organization in grade three. 
l/Gertrude L· Cusack et al., op. cit., p. 3 of workbook. 
2/Helen F.Dyer, Exercises to Develop Reading Organization 
Tn Grade Five, Unpublished Masterrs Service Paper, Boston 
University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1949. 
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1/ 
Loretta K· McDonald~- for example~ lists these skills 
as part of her prcgram for improving outlining: 
1. Placi:r.g words in proper classification 
2. Arranging words in alphabetical order 
3· Matching headlines and paragraphs 
4. Matching topics and :p3..ragraphs 
5. Selecting topic sentences 
6. Selecting summarizing sentences 
7. Arrar.ging ideas in order. 
2/ 3/ 
Helen s. Sweet- and Rosemary Tetrick- include in their 
suggestions for improving outlining and summarizing many 
exercises similar to those recommended for primary grade 
work in organization skills. Such similar practice included 
in the Sweet thesis includes work in classification of words 
and choosing titles or main ideas of :r::aragraphs. In. the 
Tetrick thesis there are exercises in matching topics with 
paragraphs~ identify-ing major and minor ideas and under-
standing correct sequence. 
Other authors stressed the need for skills of organi-
4/ 
zation in the social studies. Marie c. Kelly--recognizes 
that instruction in study skills shouid be included in the 
1/Loretta K. McDonald~ Workbook of Exercises for Teaching: 
Outlining, Unpublished Master's Service Paper, Boston 
University, Boston, Massachusetts~ 1946. 
2/Helen s. Sweet~ Exercises to Develop Skills Needed in 
Outlining~ Unpublished Master's Service Japer, Boston Uni-
versity~ Boston, Massachusetts, 1947. 
3/Rosemary Tetrick, Outliniug and Summarizing as a Study 
Skill~ Unpublished Masterts Thesis,Boston University,Boston, 
Massachusetts, 1943. 
4/Marie c. Kelly, Exercises for Organization of Reading 
Material in the Social Studies, Grade Four, Unpublished 
Master's Service Paper, Boston university,Boston, Massa-
chusetts, 1953. 
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She administered thirty tests to detennine the easiest and 
most difficult types of skills for the pupils. The order of 
difficulty from easiest to hardest is listed below: 
1. Finding minor ideas with major ideas supplied 
(skeleton outline) 
2. Selection of best summary 
3. Retention of order of ideas 
4. Matching headlines and paragraphs 
5. Finding major ideas with minor ideas 
supplied (idea line) 
1/ 
6. Writing original headlines~ 
,Research in the reading skill of organization covers 
all grades and all levels of reading work from the readi-
ness program in grade one to outlining and summarizing in 
the sixth grade· Organization bas also been stressed in 
junior high school~ high school and college. 
Experts, students and teachers agree that practice 
in this skill gives pupils a technique for understanding 
what they read. If instruction in organization is started 
in the early primary grades and continued throughout all 
levels of schooling, students should be able to approach 
their reading tasks with confidence. 
Yibid., P• 38. 
• 
In the next chapber there is a d~scription of the 
procedure used by this author to help third grade pupils 
organize their reading • 
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CHAPTER III 
DESCRI~TION OF PROCEDURE 
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General statement.-- The plan of this experiment 
included selection of the population~ construction of an 
informal test to measure the skill of organization at the 
beginning and the end of the experiment~ reproduction of 
the exercises to be used and instruction to the teachers 
who participated in the experiment. 
Population~-- This study was conducted in the town of 
Dedham~ Massachusetts. Total population in the experiment 
was 148 third graders. Five third grade classrooms were 
used in the experimental group. Three classes were located 
in one elementary school building and two were in another. 
The experimental group numbered 118 at the beginning of the 
study~ but due to absences, complete data were tabulated 
for 108. No attempt was made to evaluate the s ocio-
economic status of the group. 
The control group consisted of two third grade classes 
from a third school in Pedham. Forty-five pupils were in-
cluded in the initial testing~ but complete d~ta were 
collected on forty pupils. No attempt was made to evaluate 
the socio-economic status of the control group. 
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Before the experimental factor was introduced the 
control and experimental groups were equated as to chrono-
logical age, reading age and intelligence quotient. School 
records were used to determine chronological age at the time 
1/ 
of testing. The Metropolitan Achievement Tests-in reading 
and vocabulary were administered to determine the reading 
age of each pupil· Intelligence quotients were taken from 
the school records. These I· ~.rs were derived from the 
2/ 
Pintner-Ounningham test- given to the pupils in the first 
grade. It would have been desirable to administer an in-
telligence test at the time of this experiment when the 
subjects were in grade three, but due to the expense in-
volved, the examiner used the scores on the school records. 
Intelligence testing is conducted in the Dedham school 
system in the first and fourth grades. 
Construction of the informal test of organization.--
The author felt tba t the informal test should measure those 
skills of organization which were emphasized in the work-
book to be used throughout the experiment. By tabulating 
the number of exercises used to develop each skill, the 
author found those skills most stressed. Greatest emphasis 
1/Richard D· Allen, et.al., Metropolitan .A-chievement Tests, 
Elementary Battery: Fol~ T, World Book Company, New York, 
1948. 
2/Rudolf Pintner, Bess V.Cunningham, Walter N· Durost, 
Pintner General Ability Tests: Verbal Series, Pintner-
Ounningham Primary Test:Form A, World Book Company" New 
York, 1938. 
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was put on the following skills: following directions, 
identifying :rrain ideas, finding details, classification, 
chronological sequence, sentence order,alphabetical order 
and identifying long and short vowel sounds. 
One hundred items were included in the informal test. 
Two forms were constructed; one for the initial testing and 
one for the final testing. Test items were constructed by 
1/ 
the author who used the Barton thesis- for reference. The 
test was hexographed. Responses were recorded directly in 
the test booklet. No answer sheet was provided. Scoring 
was based on a total possible raw score of' one hundred 
points. Both forms of the test can be found in the 
,Appendix. 
Teachirg period and procedure.-- Before the experiment 
began, the au thor gained permission for conducting the study 
from the Superintendent of' Schools, the Elementary Supervis oJr 
and the principals of the elementary schools involved. 
Teachers of the third grades in the three schools consented 
to participate. The author directed the experiment in her 
own c la. ssro om. 
The procedure was explained to all the teachers in the 
control and experimental groups. They were told to administer 
1/Doris H· Barton, et.al., Primary Reading Exercises for Use 
with the UDurrell analysis of' Reading Difficulty J II Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1955. 
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the Metropolitan Achievement Tests just as they did the 
other achievement tests given annually in the system. No 
new teachers were participating. They were all familiar 
with the correct procedure. A manual of directions was 
provided wi tb the time limits clearly marked for each 
section used. Samples of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests 
used and the directions to the teachers can be found in the 
Appendix. 
on another testing day7 after the achievement tests 
were administered7 the control and experimental groups 
were given the initial informal test of organization. 
After the informal test was administered to the two 
groups, the workbooks were d istri but ed to t be teachers of 
the experimental group, thus introducing the experimental 
factor. Each pupil was given his own workbook in which to 
record his responses to the exercises. The teachers were 
instructed to use the workbooks each day as part of the 
reading program. Directions in the booklets were the only 
ones provided. The teachers were told to demonstrate each 
type of exercise so that all pupils understood the 
directions. Once the procedure was explained, the pupils 
worked independently· on the exercises. Oorrect'ion of the 
work was conducted orally with the pupils checking their 
own answers. Questions from pupils were encouraged to 
clarify any difficulties. The workbooks were used to create 
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a learningsituation.rather thana testing one. A copy of 
the workbook with directions to the teachers can be found 
in the ,Appendix • 
The experimenter kept in touch with the teachers during 
the experiment. Contact with those in her own building was 
easily maintained· She phoned or visited the other teachers 
a number of times. The author used her own classroom as a 
pilot group to anticipate difficulties and point them out 
to the other teachers. 
The teachers of the control group were asked to con-
tinue their regular reading program throughout the experi-
mental period. 
After the workbooks were completed by the experimental 
group, the final informal test was given to the experimental 
and control groups. The test was Form B of the initial test 
of' organization. One hundred items were included. The ad-
ministration of the final informal test to the two groups 
marked the end of the experiment. 
The study was condUcted for eight weeks from the third 
week in January, 1957, to the first week in March, 1957, 
allowing for one week's vacation in February. 
Throughout the study it was assumed by the author that 
the experimental group would make significant gains on the 
informa.l test of organization as a result of using Miss 
Welchts workbook. It was. also assumed that these gains 
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would be statistically more significant than those of the 
control group which did not use the workbook. The following 
chapter contains an analysis of the data to determine if 
these assumptions were correct. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF IlltTA 
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The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effect 
of a workbook of exercises in improving the reading skill 
of organization at a third grade level. 
The author selected a control and experimental group 
and compared them as to chronological age, reading age 
am intelligence quotient. Before the experimental factor 
was introduced, both groups were given an infornnl test in 
organization. Then the experimental group worked for seven 
school weeks on the workbook exercises while the control 
group followed their regular reading program. At the end 
of the experiment both groups were given a final inforw~l 
test of organization. 
Data obtained were analyzed for the following 
purposes: 
l· To compare experimental and control groups 1 
chronological ages in months. 
2. To compare experimental and control groups 1 
reading ages in months· 
3. To compare experimental and control groups' 
intelligence quotients. 
..-----, 
•• 
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4. To surrnnarize the comparisons of' the· e:Xperime nt al 
and control groups t mean chronological age, mean 
reading age, mean intelligence quotientg. 
5. To compare tbe control groups' raw scores on 
the initial and final tests of' organization. 
6. To compare the experimental group 1 s raw scores 
on the initial and final tests of organization. 
7. To compare experimental and control groups'· 
raw scores on the initial test of organization. 
8. To compare experimental and control groups' 
raw scores on t be final test of' organization. 
9. To compare the experimental am: c:ontl'ol groups t 
gains on the test of organization • 
The next group of' tables includes analysis of' data 
obtained on the performance of particular sub-greups within 
the experimental group. The sub-groups were selected on the 
basis of sex, reading age and intelligence quotients. A 
high and low reading-age group were found by using the 
scores on the Metropolitan Achievement tests in reading 
and vocabulary. A.ll those with the mean scores of' 116.95 
(rounded to 117) or above were in the higher greup and 
those with scores of 116 or below were in the lower group. 
A high and low I· ~· group were selected by using the scores 
on the Pintner-Cunningham. All those with the mean score 
of 109.87 (rounded to 110) or above were in the higher 
gr<:r>up and those bele>w, in the lewer. 
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21. To compare the low I· Q... group 1 s raw sco:r>es 
on the initial and final tests of organization. 
22· To compare the high and low_I·~· g:r>oups 1 raw 
sco:r>es on the initial test of organization. 
23. To compare the high and low I· Q. groups' raw 
scores on the final test of organization. 
24· To compa:r>e the high I· Q. and low I·~· groups' 
·gains on the test of organization. 
The following tables were set up to show comparisons 
based on: 
111. Means of two variables 
2. Standard Errors of the Means 
3. Standard Deviations :from the Mean 
4. Difference between the two Means 
5· Standard Error of the Difference of the two 
1/ 
MeanstJ.-
f6. Critical Ratio7 
ttThe critical ratio is a test of significance 
that tells the experimenter wit.h what level of 
confidence he can present his findings in his study 
as being evidence of fact. In any experiment it is 
necessary to know to what extent the reported dif-
ferences represent true differences. Or the question 
is raised~ 'How often could-a difference of this 
magnitude occur by chance if the experiment were 
repeated one hundred or one thousand ti:mes?t tt2j 
17\V· c. Kvaraceus" Methods in Educati0nal Researeh., Boston 
University, .Boston., Massachusetts, 1948, p. 77. 
Or it ical Ratio 
1.960 
2· 576 
1/ 
Le;we·ls of Significance-
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Chances of a True Difference 
100 to 5 
100 to 1 
369 to 1 
In this study a critical ratio of 3.0 was considered 
statistically significant or showing a true difference. 
I/ Ibid. 
e- Table 1 shows a comparison of the experimental and 
control groups as to chronological age at the beginning 
of the experiment. 
Table 1. Comparison of the Experimental and Control 
Groups' Chronological Ages in Months 
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Group Number Mean s.n. S·E· Diff. S · E· C·R· 
M· Diff. 
Exp. 108 101.86 5-30 0.51 
1-71 0.80 2-14 
con. 40 100.15 3-94 0.62 
This table shows a comparison of the chronological ages 
in months of the experimental and control groups. The mean 
age of the experimental group was 101.86 and the mean age 
of the control group was 100.15. The difference of .the 
means was 1. 71 in favor of the experimental group. The 
critical ratio of 2.14 was not statistically significant. 
The two groups were approxirrately equal in chronological 
age with the experimental group slightly older than the 
control group. 
--
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Table 2 shows a comparison of the experimental and 
control groups as to reading age at the beginning of the 
experiment. 
Group 
Exp. 
Con. 
Table 2. Comparison of Experimental and Control 
Groups' Reading Ages in Months 
Number Mean S. D· s.E. Diff. s.E. 
M· Diff. 
108 116.95 13.0 1.25 
0.70 2.30 
40 116.25 12.20 1.93 
C ·R· 
0.30 
This table shows a comparison of the reading ages in 
months of the experimental and control groups. The mean age 
of the experimental group was 116.95. The mean age of the 
control group was 116.25. The difference of the means was 
o. 70 in favor of the experimental group. The critical 
ratio of 0.30 was not statisti'cally significant. The 
groups were approximately equal in reading age before in-
troduction of the experimental factor. 
99 0 
Table 3 shows the comparison of the experimental and 
control groups' intelligence quotients at the beginning of 
the experiment. 
Group 
Exp. 
Con. 
Table 3. Comparison of Experimental and Control 
Groupst Intelligence Quotients 
Number Mean s.n. S-E· Diff. S·E· 
M· Diff. 
108 109.87 14.90 1.43 
1. 50 3.09 
40 108.37 17-35 2.74 
C ·R· 
0.49 
This table shows a com};:Rrison of intelligence quotients 
of the experiment~l and control groups. The mean I· ~· of 
the experimental group was 109.87 and the mean I· ~· of the 
control group was 108.37. The difference of the means was 
1.50 in favor of the experimental group. The critical 
ratio of 0.49 was not statistically significant. The two 
groups were approximately equal as to intelligence 
quotients at the beginning of the experiment. 
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Table 4 is a summary chart to show comparison of the 
experimental and control groups as to mean chronological 
ages, mean reading ages and mean intelligence quotients. 
Exp. 
Table 4· Comparison of the Experimental and Control 
Groupst Mean Chronological ~ges, Mean 
Reading Ages and Mean Intelligence Quotients 
Number 
108 101.86 
Mean 
R·A .-ll-
116.95 
Mean 
r.Q. 
109.87 
Control 40 100.15 116.25 l08.37 
*Chronological ~ges and Reading Ages recorded in months. 
This table shows a _comparison of the mean chronological 
~ges, mean reading ages and mean intelli~ence quotients of 
the experime~tal group and control group. The two groups 
were approx:ima tely equal in the three variables. 
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Table 5 shows the comparison of the experimental and 
control groups as to achievement on the initial test of 
organization. This test was designed to measure the ability 
of the two groups in particular skills of organization at 
the beginning of the experiment. 
Test 
Table 5. Comparison of the Control Group's Raw 
Scores on the Initial and Final. Tests 
of Organization 
Number Me$.n s.n. S·E· Diff. S·E· 
M· Diff. 
Initial 40 68.13 23.90 3-78 
5.77 5-61 
Final 40 73.90 26.25 4.15 
Q..R; 
1-03· 
This table shows a comparison of the control group's 
raw scores on the initial and final tests of organization. 
The mean raw score on the initial test was 68.13 ahd the 
mean raw score on the final test was 73.90. The difference 
of the means was 5.77 in favor of the final score. The 
critical ratio of 1.03 was not statistically significant. 
The control group did make gains on the test of organization., 
but these gains were not high enough to be statistically 
significant. 
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Table 6 shows a comparison of the experimental group's 
scores on the initial and fi.nal tests of organization. 
Test 
Table 6. Comparison of the EXperimental Group's 
Raw Scores on the Initial and Final 
Tests of Organization 
Number Mean S ·D· S·E· Diff. S ·E· C·R· 
M· Diff. 
Initial 108 71.00 23.60 2.27 
9.75 2-83 3-45 
Final 108 80.75 17.60 1-69 
This table shows a comparison of the experimental 
group 1 s raw scores on the initial and final tests of organi-· 
zation. The mean raw score on the initial test was 71.00 
and the mean raw score on the final test was 80.75. The 
difference of the means was 9. 75 in favor of the final 
score. The critical ratio of 3.45 was statistically 
significant. The experimental group definitely gained in 
the skill of organization by the end of the experimental 
period. 
Table 7 is a comparison of the experimental and 
control groups' raw scores on the initial informal test 
of organization. 
Table 7. Comparison of the Experimental and 
Control Groups' Raw Scores on the Initial 
Test of Organization 
Group Number Mean ~·D· S.E. Diff. S.E. c.R. 
M· Diff. 
Exp. 108 71.00 23.60 2.27 
2.87 4·41 0-65 
Con. 40 68.13 23.90 3 .. 78 
This table shows a comparison of the raw scores on 
the initial test of organization of the experimental and 
control groups. The mean raw score of the experimental 
group was 71.00 and the mean raw score of the control 
group was 68.13. The difference of the means was 2.87 in 
favor of the experimental group. The critical ratio of 
0.65 was not statistically significant. The two groups 
were approxirra tely equal in their skills of organization 
at the beginni:ng of the experiment with the experimental 
group showing only a slightly higher score. 
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Table 8 shows a comparison of the experimental and 
control groups' scares on the final test of organization. 
Group 
ExP· 
Con. 
Table 8. Comparison of the Experimental and Control 
Groups' Raw Scores on the Final Test of 
Organize. ti on 
Number Mean s.n. S·E· Diff. S·E· c. R. 
M· Diff. 
108 80.75 17.60 1.69 
6.85 4 .. 48 1.53 
40 73.90 26.25 4.15 
This table shows a comparison of the raw scores on the 
final test of or ganiza ti on of the experimental and control 
gr0ups. The mean raw score of the experimental .group was 
80.75 ani the mean raw score of the control greup was 
73-90. The difference of the means was 6.85 in favor of 
the experimental group. The critical ratio: ·of 1. 53 was 
not statistically significant. The experimental group 
did show a higher :rnean.difference on the final test than 
on the initial test, but it was not great enough to be 
statistically significant. 
T"able 10 shows the comparison of the girls 1 
scores en the initial and final tests of organization • 
. Table 10. com:r::arison of the Girls 1 Raw Scores 
on the Initial and Final Tests of 
Organize. tion 
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Test Nuniber Mean s.n. s.E. Diff. S·E· C. R. 
M· Diff. 
Initial 62 75.95 20-40 2· 59 
9.10 3·14 2.90 
Final 62 85.05 14-00 1.78 
This table shows a comparison of the girls' raw scores 
on the initial and final tests of or ganiza tien. The mean 
raw score on the initial test was 75.95 and the mean raw 
score on the final test was 85.05. The difference was 
9.10 in favor of the final-test score. The critical ratio 
of 2.90, while not statistically significant, showed that 
the girls made a positive gain in the skill of 
organization. 
• 
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Table 11 is a comparison of the boys 1 scores on the 
initial and final tests of orga..nizati€m. 
Table 11. Comparison of the Boys' Raw Scores on the 
Initial and Final Tests of Organizat:toa 
Test Nurrtb er Mean s.n. S·E· Diff· s.E. C· R· 
M· Diff. 
Initial 46 65-26 26.30 3.88 
9.79 5.08 1.93 
Final 46 75.05 22.25 3-28 
This table shows a com:r;:arison of the boys t raw scores 
on the initial and final tests of organizati®n. The mean 
raw score on the initial test was 65.26 and the mean raw 
score on the final test was 75.05. The difference was 
9.79 in favor of the final score. The critical ratio of 
1.93 was not statistically significant. 
Table 12 is a comparison of the girls' and boys' 
scores on the initial test of organization. 
Table 12. Com:r;:arison of the Girls' and Boys 1 
Raw Scores on the Initial Test of_ 
Organization 
Greup Number Mean s.n. S·E· Diff. -S .E. 
M· Diff. 
Girls 62 75.95 20.40 2·59 
10.69 4-66 
Boys 46 65.26 26-30 3.88 
c.R. 
2.29 
This table shc:ms a compa. rison of the girls r and boys r 
raw scores on the initial test of organization. The mean 
raw score of the girls was 75.95 and the mean raw scores 
of the boys was 65.26. The difference of the means was 
10.69 in favor of the girls. The critical ratio of 2.29, 
while not statistically significant, showed that the girls 
had a. more positive score than the boys. 
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Table 13 shows a comparison of the girls 1 and boys 1 
scores on the final test of organiza ti.G:rn.. 
Table 13· com:r;:s.rison of the Girls 1 and Boys t Raw 
Scores on the Final Test of Organization 
Greup Number Mean s.Do S·E· Diff. S·E· c. R· 
M· Diff. 
Girls 62 85.05 14.00.- 1.?8 
IQ.QI) 4. 54 2.20 
Boys 46 75.05 22.25 3·28 
This table shows a c enrparison of the girls' and boys t 
raw scores on ~he final test of organization. The mean 
raw score of the girls was 85.05 and the mean raw score 
of the boys was 75.05. The difference of the means was 
10.00, in favor of the girls. The critical ratio of 2.20 
was not statistically significant. The girls llB.intained a 
higher mean difference t ban the boys, but this difference 
was sli@::l.tly less than that on the initial test. 
Table 14 is a comparison of the girls' and boys 1 
gains on the test of organization. 
Table 14. Comparison of the Girls' and Boys' 
Gains on the Test of Organization 
Diff.on 
Initial 
Test 
10.69 
S. E. Dif f. on 
Diff. Final 
Test 
4-66 10.00 
s.E. ,Actual 
Diff. Gain 
s.E. c.R. 
of 
Gain 
6.51 -0.11 
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This table shows a comparison of the girls' and boys r 
gains in mean raw score on the test of organization. The. 
difference of tbe initial test was 10.69 and the difference 
on the final test was 10.00. There was no actual gain_, 
but rather a loss of -0.69fon the girls. The critical 
ratio of -0.11 was not statistically significant. The 
girls had a higher mean score than t be boys, both at the 
beginning and the end of the experimental period. The 
girls lost some of their advantage, but it was not a 
great enough loss to be statistically significant. 
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Table 15 shows a comparison of the high reading age 
group's scores on the initial and final tests or o.rgani-
zation. 
Table 15· Comparison of the High Reading-Age Group 1 s 
Initial and Final Scores on the Test of 
Organization 
Scores Number Mean S·D· S·E· Diff. S·E· O·R· 
M· Diff. 
Initial 53 86.45 9.50 1·30 
5. 57 1 .. 55 3.59 
Final 53 92. 02. 6.12 ·84 
e This table shows a comparison between the high reading-· 
age group's initial and final.raw scores on the test of o.r-
ganization. The mean raw score on the initial test was 
86.45 and the mean raw score on the final test was 92.02. 
The difference of the means was 5.57. The critical ratio 
of 3.59 proved this difference to be statistically signi-
ficant. The higher reading group made definite gains in 
the skill of organization. 
BoBton University 
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Table 16 shows a comparison of the low reading-age 
group's scores on the initial and final tests or organi-
zation. 
Table 16 .. 
Test Number 
Initial 55 
Final 55 
Comparison of the Low Reading-!ge @roup's 
Initial and Final Scores on the Test of 
Organization 
Mean s.n. S·E· Diff. s.E. O.R. 
M· Diff. 
56.90 24.25 3.27 
13.65 4.34 3·15 
70.55 21-10 2-85 
This table shows a comparison between the low reading-
age group 1 s initial and final raw scores on the test of 
organization. The mean raw .score on the initial test was 
56.90 and the mean raw score on the fina 1 test was 70.55. 
The difference of the means was 13. 65 in favor of the 
final test. The critical ratio was 3.15~ showing the dif-
ference to be statistically significant. The lower reading 
group made definite gains in the skill of organization. 
Table 17 is a comparison of the high and low reading-
age groupsf scores on the initial test of organization. 
Table 17· Comparison of the High and Low Reading-
Age Groups 1 Scores on the Initial Test 
of Organization 
Group Number Mean S.D. s.E. Diff. S·E· Q.R. 
M· Diff. 
High 53 86 .. 45 9.50 l-30 
R·A· 
29.55 3.52 8-39 
Low 55 56.90 24.25 3.27 
R·A· 
This table shows a comparison of the high and low 
reading-age groups 1 raw s·cores on the initial test of 
organization. The mean raw score of the higher group 
was 86.45 and the mean raw score of the lower reading-age 
group was 56.90. The difference of the means was 29.55. 
The critical ratio of 8.39 proved this difference to be 
statistically significant. As would be expected, the 
higher group scared way above the lower group at tbe 
beginning of the experiment. 
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Table 18 show s a c om par is on of the high and 1 ow 
reading-age groups 1 scores on the final test of organization. 
Group 
High 
R·A · 
Low 
R·A· 
Table 18. Comparison of the High and Low Reading-
Age Groups' Scores on the Final Test of 
Organization 
Number Mean S·D· S .E. Diff. s.E. C. R. 
M· Diff • 
53 92.02 6 .. 12 • 84 
21.47 2 .. 97 7.23 
55 70.55 21.10 2.85 
This table shows a com:r;:arison between the high and 
low reading age groups' scores on the final test of or-
ganization. The mean raw score of the higher reading-age 
group was 92.02 and the mean raw score of the lower reading-
age group was 70.55. The difference of the means was 
21-47. The critical ratio of 7.23 showed the difference 
to be statistically significant. On the final informal 
test, as on the initial test, the higher group scored 
above the lower. 
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Table 19 is a comparison of theh;];gh and low reading-
age groups r gains on the test of organization. 
Table 19. Oom];B.rison of the High and Low Reading-Age 
Groups' Gains on the Test of Organization 
Diff. 
Initial 
Test 
29.55 
S ·E· 
Diff. 
3-52 
Diff. 
Final 
Test 
s.E. 
Diff. 
Actual 
Gain 
-8.08 
S·E· 
Gain 
4.61 -1.75 
This table shows a comparison of the high and low 
reading-age groups' mean gains on the test of organization. 
The difference on the initial test was 29.55 and the dif-
ference on the final test was 21.47. The higher group did 
not maintain the greater difference in mean score on the 
final test, but had a loss of s.os. The critical ratio of 
-1.75 showed that the higher group did not maintain its 
advantage over the lower group. The lower group made a 
more positive gain than the higher group, although not a 
statistically significant one. 
Table 20 shows a comparison of the n~gh I· ~· group's 
scores on the initial and final tests of organization. 
Test 
Table 20. Comparison of the High I. Q• Group's 
Raw Scores on the Initial and Final 
Tests of Organization 
Number Mean S.D .. s .. E. Diff. S .E. 
M· Diff. 
Initial 55 81.00 15.80 2-13 
6.45 2.76 
Final 55 87.45 13.00 1.75 
C.R. 
2.34 
This table is a comparison of the high I·Q•groupts 
raw scores on the initial and final tests of organization. 
The mean raw score on the initial test was 81.00 and the 
mean raw score on the final test was 87 .. 45· The difference 
of the means was 6.45 in favor of the final score. The 
critical ratio of 2.34 was not statistically significant, 
although it did show some positive gain. 
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Table 21 shows a comparison of the lower r. Q. group's 
scores on the initial and fi:oa l tests of organization. 
Test 
Table 21. Comparison of the Low I· Q. Group's Raw 
Scores on the Initial and Final Tests of 
Organization 
Number Mean s.n. S·E· Diff. S·E· 0 .R. 
M· Diff. 
Initial 53 61.45 26.30 3.61 
12.35 4. 64 2. 66 
Final 53 73.80 21.25 2.:92 
This table shows a comparison of the lew I· ~· group's 
raw scores on the initial and final tests of organization. 
The mean raw score on the initial test was 61.45 and the 
mean raw score on the final test was 73.80. The difference 
of the means was 12.35 in favor of the final score. The 
critical ratio of 2. 66, while not statistically significant Jl 
showed that the group made positive gain on the final test. 
Table 22 is a comparis·on of the high and low· I· Q. 
groups' scares on the initial test of organization. 
Table 22. Comparison of the High and Low I· Q. 
Groups 1 Raw Scores :on the Initial Test 
of Organization 
This table shows a comJ;:aris on of the high and low 
r:::s ;,) ' 
I· ~· groups 1 raw scores on the initial test of organization. 
The mean raw score of the hif#l I· ~· group was 81.00 and the 
mean raw scor~ of the low I· Q. group was 61.45. The dif-
ference of the means was 19.55 in favor of the high I· Q,. 
group. The critical ratio of 4.67 was statisticall1 signi-
ficant. As would be expected, the higher group scored 
above the lower at the outset of the experiment. 
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Table 23 shows a. comp3.rison of the high a.nd low I· ~· 
groups ' scores on the fi na.l test of or ga.niza. ti on. 
Table 23. Comparison of the High a.nd Low I·~· 
Groups t Ra.w Scores :on the Final Test 
of Organize. tion 
Group Number Mean S ·D. S·E· Diff. s.E. 
M· : Diff. 
High 55 87.45 13.00 1 •. 79 
I· Q.. 
13.65 4-02 
Low 53 73.80 21-25 2.92 
I· ~· 
0 • R· 
3-40 
This table shows a. com);:9.rison of the high a.nd low I. Q.. 
groups' ra.w scores on the final test of organization. The 
mean ra.w score of the high I· Q.. group wa.s 87.45 a.nd the 
mean ra.w score of the lew I· ~· group wa.s 73.80. The dif-
ference of the means wa.s 13.65 in fa. vo r of the high I· Q.. 
group. The critical ratio of 3.40 wa.s statistically sig-
nifica.nt. The higher group maintained a. score greater 
tban that of the lower group. 
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Table 24 is a comp3..r.ison of the high and low I· ~· 
groups' gains on the test of organization. 
Table 24. Comparison. of the High and Low I· Q· 
Groups 1 Gains on the Test of Organization 
Diff.on 
Initial 
Test 
19.55 
s.E. 
Diff. 
4-19 
Diff.on 
Final 
Test 
13-65 
s.E. 
Diff. 
,Actual 
:Gain 
-5.90 
S ·E· 
of 
Gain 
5-81 -1.02 
This table shows a comparison of the high and low 
I· Q. groups' mean gains on the tests of organization. 
The difference on the initial test was 19.55 in favor of 
the high I· ~· group and the difference on the final test 
was 13.65 in favor of the high I•Q· group. The higher 
group did not maintain as great art advantage over the 
lower group on tbe final test as on the initial test., 
but the loss was not enough to be .statistically signi-
ficant. 
The following chapter contains a detailed discussion 
of tbe findings and conclusions gleaned from the data in 
the twenty-four tables above. 
CHAPTER V 
FINDIN.GS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Findings from the data presented in the preceding 
cbapt er are as follon s: 
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1. At the beginning of the experiment the control 
group and experimental group: were approximately 
equal as to chronological age, reading age and 
intelligence quotient. The greatest difference 
between the two groups was in chronlogical age, 
with the experimental group about one month 
older than the control group. The difference 
was 1. 71 months, and the critical ratio of 
2.14 showed that this difference was not 
statistically significant. 
2. When the control group's initial and final 
scores were compared, no statistically sig-
nificant gain was shown. T~e difference 
between the two scores was '5.77 in favor of 
the final score with a critical ratio of 1.03. 
3. Comparison of the experimental group's scores 
on the initial and final tests showed a statis-
tically significant difference. The difference 
was 9.75 in favor of the final test with a 
critical ratio of 3.45. 
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4. The experimental and contr'ol groups were approxi-
mately equal in rerformance on the initial test 
of organization. They started the experiment 
with almost equal ability in organization as a 
readirg skill. The mean difference of the 
init;ial scores was 2.87 in favor of the experi-
mental group with a critical ratio of' o. 65 .. 
which showed the difference to be statistically 
non-significant. 
5. At the end of' tl::e experiment, after the experi-
mental group had used the workbook of' exercises, 
a comparison of' the experirh.ental and control 
groups' f'inal scores on the test of organization 
showed a difference of 6·85 in favor of the ex-
perimental group. The critical ratio of' 1.53 
showed that this difference was not statistically 
significant. 
6. When the gains of' the experimental and control 
group were compared .. the a~tual gain was 3.98 
with a critical ratio of o~.63,which showed 
that the gains :made by the experimental group 
were not statistically more significant than 
those made by the control group. 
7. Comparison of the girls' scores on the initial 
and f'inal tests of' organiz~tion showed a positive., 
though not statistically significant_, gain 
with a difference of 9.10 in favor of the 
final test and a critical ratio of 2.90. 
s. When the boys' initial and fi1~l scores were 
compared, the difference was 9.79 in favor of 
the final test with a critical ratio of 1.93, 
showir.g their gain as not statistically signi-
ficant. 
9. Comparison of girls' and boys' initial scores 
showed that tbe girls began the experiment 
with an advantage over the boys. The dif-
ference of 10.69 was in favor of the girls, 
although the critical ratio of 2.29 revealed 
that this adv.ants.ge was not statistically 
significant. 
10. Com:t:e-rison of the girls 1 ahd boys 1 final 
scores showed the difference to be 10.00 in 
favor of the girls, although the girls lost 
some of their advantage. The critical ratio 
of 2.20 showed that the difference was not 
sta tis ti cally significant .• 
11. When the gains of' the girls and boys were com-
pared, it was seen that the girls had a higher 
mean score at the beginning and the end of tbe 
experiment, but their gait~..s were not statisti-
cally more significant than those of the beys. 
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12· A statistically signific8f1-t gain on the test. 
of organ iza ti on was made by the high reading-
age group. A comparison of the initial and 
fina 1 tests showed a diff~rence of 5. 57 in 
favor of t be final test., with a statistically 
significant critical rat ib of 3. 59. 
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13. A statistically significant gain was also made 
by the low reading-age group. A comparison of 
the initial and final scores showed a difference 
of 13.65 in favor of the final test, with a 
cri ti ca 1 rat io of 3 .15 • 
14· At the outset of the experiment the high 
reading group scored above the lower reading 
group, but by the end of the experiment., the 
higher group had lost some of its advantage. 
The difference on the initial test was 29.55 
in favor of the higher group with a critical 
ratio of 8.39, and the difference on the final 
test was 21.47 with a crii;;ical ratio of 7.23. 
15. A -comparison of the reading groups' gains 
showed that the gains of the higher greup were 
not statistically more significant than those 
of the lower group. In fact., the lower group 
made a more positive gain, than the higher 
group) but it was not enough to be statistically 
significant. 
16. Comparison o:f the high I•, Q.. group's scores 
on the initial and final tests showed a. 
positive~ although not a statistically "S"ig-
ni:ficant~ gain with a difference o:f 6·45 in 
:favor of the :final test with a critical ratio 
of 2.34. 
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17. so~ too~ the low I· Q.. group made some positive 
gain with a difference of ·12. 35 in :favor o:f the 
:final test and a critical·ratio of 2.66. The 
critical ratio was not high enough to make the 
di:f:ference statist ica1ly significant. 
18. When comparing the I· Q.. groups on the initial 
test~ the higher group had the advantage with 
a di:f:ference o:f 19~~55 am a critical ratio· 
o:f 4-67. 
19. on the final test, the higher group lost some 
o:f its advantage with a difference o:f 13· 65 
and a critical ratio o:f 3.40. 
20. When the gains of the high and low I·Q.· greups 
were compared, it was shown that the gains o:f 
the higher group were not statistically more 
significant than those o:f the lower group. 
The lower group aci:nal1y made a more positive 
gain~ but it was not great· enough to be statis-
tically significant. 
The findings as listed above lead the author to the 
following conclusions: 
1. The experimental group did gain in the skill 
of organization as tested by the author's in-
formal test. The au thor attributes this gain 
to the specialized exercises in Mis·s Welch's 
workbook. The gains may haye been greater if 
certain variables could have been more con-
trolled. This will be discussed below under 
limitations of the study. , 
2. The girls in the experimental group showed 
themselves to be superior to the boys in 
the skill of organization at the beginning and 
the end of the experimental period. Both boys 
and girls~ however~ made definite gains in the 
skill of organization. The gains of the two 
groups were almost equal. ;Each group made a. 
gain of about ten points. 
3. The high and low reading-age groups within the 
larger experimental group made definite gains 
in the skill of organization. One is tempted 
to say that the great gains made by the lower 
group suggest that Miss Welch's exercises were 
better sui ted for instruction of slower readers 
than faster ones. However~ the higher group 
started With such a high mean score on the 
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initial test~ that to equal the gains of the 
lower group they would have had to score one 
hundred on the final test. The informal test 
did not provide enough ceiling for the higher 
group. 
4. The high and low I· Q. groups present a similar 
picture. Both I· Q. groups made gains in the 
skill of organization. The lower group made a 
gain in mean score double that of the higher 
group. Yet, as in tbe case of the reading 
,groups~ the higher group started with a high 
mean score and did not ha v·e enough ceiling 
on the informal test. 
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5. In conclusion, it can be stated that, as assumed 
by the au thor~ the experimental group did im-
prove in the skill of organization through use 
of Miss Welch 1 s exercises. All the sub-groups 
within the exper:i.men tal gr,oup also improved in 
the skill of organization. However, the gains 
made by the e.xp eri:mental group were not sta tis-
tically :more significant tban those of the 
control group which did not use the exercises. 
Also, certain sub-groups Within the experimental 
group made statistically more significant gains 
than others. 
Possible expl.a.na tions for these findings and con-
clusions will be discus sed in the following chapter on 
lim.itat ions of the study. 
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CHAPTER VI 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The findings and conclusions of .the preceding chapter 
must be considered in the light of .certain limitations of 
this study. 
The author asks, why weren 1 t the gains rria.de by the 
experimental group great enough to be statistically more 
significant than those of the control group. The experi-
mental group did make satistically significant gains when 
.its own initial and final scores w€1re compared, thus the 
workbook must have had some positive effect in developing 
the skill of organization. 
The most obvious limitation is the difference in 
size of the control and experiment~l groups. The former 
had forty subjects and. the latter one hundred and eight .. 
Secondly, the instruction in the experimental classrooms 
was not carried out by the experimenter. The classroom 
teachers used the same workbook, but there was no control 
over the quality of instruction. Thirdly, the experimenter 
could not control the amount of instruction in the skill 
of organization that was included in the regular reading 
program of the control group. 
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Another limitation was the us:e of an informal test 
which did not provide a high enough ceiling .for certain 
sub-groups within the experimenta], group. The higher 
reading and I· ~· groups may have made greater gains with 
a different measure of the skill of organization. Also :1 
a comparison o.f the sub-groups in the. experimental group 
and the same sub-groups in the control group could have 
been made if the control group itself had been larger. 
The limitations of this study as presented above 
suggest particular projects for fu,rther research. 
1. The exercises in Miss Welch. r s workbook could 
be used with a J..a rger thir.d grade population 
and with an equal number o:.f subjects in the 
control and experimental groups. 
2. The informal test of organization could be 
expanded to include items designed to challenge 
the more able students. A higher ceiling is 
needed on the informal test. 
' 3. Miss Welch's workbook of exercises could be 
developed to provide instr~ction for the 
various reading levels one: finds in a third 
grade. 
4. This study suggests that Miss Welch's work-
book was particularly suited .for improving 
the skill of organization in the lower 
reading and lower I· Q. groups. Further 
research wouJii be necessary to corroborate 
this conclusion. 
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To the Teachers 
1. This test is the first step in the project to develop 
the reading skill of organization. 
2. The test is designed to measure the children's ability 
in this skill. 
3. DIRECTIONS FOR AIMINISTERING FORM A. OF TEE INFORMAL TEST 
A· 
B· 
c. 
D· 
E· 
F· 
G. 
H· 
I· 
Pass out the test booklets. 
Have the children fill in their :names, the date, 
name of their school and teacher. 
Read the directions on the front cover to the 
children. 
Tell the children to turn to the first page. 
Have someone read the directions at the top 
of the page. 
Call attention to the SAMPLE item. Ask one 
pupil to read it. Have the children do what 
it says --draw the three small circles. 
Tell them they are to continue the test in the 
same way, reading the directions and. dOil:Jg just 
what each sentence tells them to do .. 
Ask if there are any questions. 
Let them go right ahead under good testing 
conditions similar to those under which the 
achievement tests are given. 
NO FURTHER HELP SHOULD BE GIVEN t 
4 • TIME LIMIT 45 minutes. 
5. At the end of the test, ask them to check and be sure 
they filled everything in. 
To the Teachers 
l. This test is the final step in the project to develop 
the reading skill of organization. 
2. The test is designed to measure the children's growth 
in this skill. 
3· DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING FORM B OF INFORMAL TEST 
A· Pass out the test booklets. 
B· Have the children fill in their names, the date, 
name of their school and teacher. 
c. Read the directions on the front cover to the 
children. 
D. Tell the children to turn to the first page. 
Have someone read the directions at the top 
of the page. 
E· Call attention to 
pupil to read it. 
it says--draw the 
the SAMPLE item. Ask one 
Have the children do what 
f.our squares. 
F· Tell them they are to continue the test in the 
same way, reading the directions and doing just 
what each sentence tells them to do. 
G· Ask if there are any questions. 
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H· Let them go right ahead under good testing con-
ditions similar to those under which .the achievement 
tests are given. 
I· NO FURTHER HELP SHOULD BE GIVENl 
4 • TIME LIMIT 45 minutes. 
5. At the end of the test, ask them to check and be sure 
they filled everything in. 
Once again, thanks for your help with this project. 
I hope the children gained from it. 
'• 
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Informal Tests of Organizatie>n 
On the following pages there are feur copies of the 
informal test of organization~ two copies of both the 
initial test and final test. One copy of each is a sample. 
The second copy is marked with the correct answers and 
information on scoring. 
In the extreme right margin of the pages, the number 
0f points fGr each item is marked with a total for each 
page written at the bottom. Special directl:ons for 
scoring specific items are mentioned. 
• 
INITIAL TEST OF ORGANIZATION 
NAHE 
------------------·-----------------
DATE 
------------------------------------------------------------------
SCHOOL 
----------------------·-----------------------------------------------
Here are some exercises to see how carefully you can read. 
Follow the directions and do just wha:t. you are told to do on each 
page .. 
• 
neo.d ouch senter.1ee below¢ ~llon do n:.1ut oach santoneo tolls 
you to do~ 
l..,...,== . ,..In,..,oc====t-1-lo_s_e=;;;d-=s=q=;=ar===-;,=. =b=e=l=m=.i='l."=:tr=:..=~ t=e=t=: l""o-.1-_u.-. ~-t=~w-1"'"0--t--t-·-c-··r-'0£~""===-~-=--·""--~-· 
tllo t7ord black o 
DTI 
2., !!al::e a cross ( X) 
o. 0 
3o 1Jruu n line under the second v;ord in. t;1is sentoneeo 
!J.o .~.·ut a CI'oss on the loncest \'lord in th:lo sentm.1co" 
5" Drav1 a lino under the last ,-;ord in t!J.is sentence,. 
6., Draw o. circle around t::e lBttor ~J€llO\l tLut cowen i"':tr<st 
in the alphabet o 
m 0 e d p 
7 ._, Draw a. ci:r .. clo m•mmd' the shortest word in t~::.is son.tenee:. 
Gc Dra.\7 u line fro:m cirelo 2 to circle 5 tho.t \'till pans 
under eirelo 3jnd. over circle lt" r~J':- r . ~) I:\ 
"- ' \.._ ·,_) 9 cs Drat"l a line in the space belor.r ¢ Put 
of' the linen 
lOo Draw a circle(l ·:;i"lte your first lJ.ruJa in tLo t.1lddls of tl1e 
eirelel) 'Sno the bael:: of this paper., 
llq Lool;: at tho lottcrs uel0\"1 o '(Jlliell letters lll"O :oisn:':..nG f'rom 
the alphabet? r:rite tl.e t::issinc letters ou tho lines., 
a b d g "h 1.: m p q 
r 'U v X 
c 
i 
, ... 
nead this sto:eya 
Diek had a nickel to spond.. IIe uent to tho csndy 
shop to buy something sweet for hixllself' o He looked in 
the ~indow at the rows o£ candy.. Choeolate kisses were 
in the .fi~t row$ candy canes wero in the seeond ro\';g 
all kinds of.'. nuts we:t. .... e in the third row and ta.f.fy apples 
were in the J..ast row. Dick doaidod to buy a la.rge, red.~> 
sticky taffy apple. IIe went into the shop and gave his 
nickel to t.trs .. 3otts~ She gave him the to.:Cfy applee 
lJOVT dO What li.I.J.I:.H:ie" SenteilCOS tell you'*-fO·do. 
le Underline the word in the story which tells how :m.ueh. 
money Dick had., 
2. Draw a ring around the t/ords tlle..t telJ. YThat he saw in 
the seeond rowu 
3o rut a cross (X) on the uords that tell how tatty 
apples look and £oelo 
!1.(< D:r:aw a lino through tho 1tuno oi' the· pol" son who tool; 
:Jicl~ • .o noney e 
neo.d this story., 
It waa a clear, cold wintor dayo ~10 snow was por£cct 
.for coa.stingu '~b.e ice v.•as :frozen on tho pondo Jot.'£ alld 
Don took the:Ua sleds froo the go.ro.ge to go eoast:t.ng on tho 
hillo r.la.ry Jane found her skates in t~1e attic and sl1o wont 
skating on the pond.o Bobby vm.s too young to go coo..st:lng 
or skating, but he had f'un huildin.g a snoW!!'lan$ 
1..'' Underline the l?.m title f'o:.r thj.s story: 
Coa.stine 
Skating 
Winter Fun 
Fun Inside 
28 i7ho o..ra the poo1Jle in the story~ ~7r:lte tlloir l'lD..r:.leS on the 
linoso 
.:; .. ·:a.wro <lid Jo:r:r und Don find tlla·ir sleds? 
------===========-===-·'"'"" 
1.: • ., rrnich wo:rda in tho story tell about tho wouthor? 
50 riiiY~coUI.ctn:TtTiobby go'"-skD.thl'goi~coas t:I.n.g? . 
6 o IImv did Dobby havo u good timet? 
? 
. ' 
1 
• 
nead the phrases below o rut a eros~ (X) bos:tde u.ll tl1e 
phl. .. a.sos. that mru~e you thw.l;: of win:t.er.., 
snow on the ground 
-~-coasting dmn1 a hill 
sw~ at tlla boach 
----~·leaves turnll~ colors 
slm.ting on the ice 
---_-picnic nt the park 
vret:.1.ring houvy clotl.l.os 
--=--.--_-_ playing basebull 
. . ... slipping on tho ieo 
rubber boots and mittens 
._._....._.. ..... 
Rend this story: 
----~---------.....-~·-
Ona afternoon o.f'te1 .. sehool Lwry and Cue docidod 
to mako their mm cireuao Thoy built u c:l.reufJ i..lotrt 
with some old cloth« They usod cJ.a:T to oa.Ire ml.ir.1(11:> 
t:or the circus puro.dec ?hay oado fo'L'l..r olopllDJ.'ltBv tuo 
lions!) two tigers and oight whi to horses,, :i'.'ho:r <lx .. ~;j :;c.d 
Sue 9 s old doll to look just like a cloVl!'l \1itz1 s t.;'lll. 
hat" big shoos.a; red and white po.n.t~ s.nd a :y·:Jllori ;fdl.,.,t,. 
Af'ter everything was finished:; Larry und ~ uc ':n.~.,Lr,( .. 
the f'tunily to see thoir oircuso l.Iothol .. and :Jc.<.ldy t:Ki,.l.:;)::i• 
it was the finest eircus they had avor seen.~ Jnby cin:'):~·c3(, 
his hands \"Then he saw the clown" Lax•l->y und Sue \-..erb 'V(fi"'~; 
ploasod,.. 
lo Draw a line u.nd.or tho bost title for tl!ln ~tory.:, 
A Tioal G ircuo 
A ~irJ to tho Circus 
2 .) IIow l'l!lllY people are ill tho 
3c ~-/hat was the eil"'cus tant nudo 
4.(1 How did the children Pal:e tho anil:lf.:J:::: '' 
---------------~--·--·--····--- --~- ···~-- -··> --·---·. 
5o IIoW l:W.ny hol .. .ses did tJJ.oy I!lll.b:e·? --~-,~·~ -·-·- __ ·-~-··· ---~,,~ __ 
6,., liano t~...ree things they put on tLo f~:um''.,. 
J 
l ___ _ 
Here a.re some words fJ.•om the S'tory. In the spaces en ... ·tl:e right put all the words 
with short. €.& In the spaces on the lett put the words '\lTi th short t:& .. 
-to .. ----· . 
see 
make 
I tent 
.clay 
Short a 
--------------------
-------·-·-I 
1~==~~-----~~~ 
animals 
:tmr.ily 
big 
dres-sed 
I ·-·-.. ···- . 
hat· 
over 
r~d 
pants 
'. 
Short .t£. 
soon 
hands 
y~low 
his 
1-----... ------.. ------------------
I IRead this story: 
I 
I 
1 Sally is happy because today is Saturday. Betty is coming to Sally's 
lhouse t.o play school. Sally has a blackboard, chalk, paper·~ pencils and 
I ~~crayons. Betty is bri.."'Jging some books. They are going to take turns being the 
teacher. 
I 
!Draw a ring a.l .. ound the sentence which best tells about the st-ory .. 
I 
IL Girls. and boys like to plsy schooL 
'j2 e Sally is ooppy. 
i3~ Betty and Sally have everything ready to play school.. [4. There is no school on Saturday" 
~ '-· ·--···-·-- -" --· ------· 
I 
Read the words bel~Rv 
~~, hings in school* 1 encil. aper 
teacher 
"C3mp 
children 
Pu:t a line around the words that do not tell about 
chair a 
ahopp:i.ng 
desks 
chalk 
stove 
clock 
kitchen 
crayons 
ruler 
. "'""' 
7-
l 
I 
..... _ 
,. 
• 
Read· this story: 
1 ~ . The ·third ·.grade cl:ildren are writing letters in sch.ool. Jack iB 
~n:"iting to his .f'r-lend.ti Sam, who lives in another town" Ruth is writing 
to her Aunt Peg who lives on a fam. 
·' 
2. Ted has fini~hed M.s l~ft.ter. He brought a st.a.>np . :to schooi so that he can 
mail his letter • 
3 .. Patty can't think of ·anyone to whom she can li.!Ti te • :t-iiss Todd will have to 
.help Patty. 
. ' 
.·.·,;, 
Read the $entences below. Decide which pa:i-ag-raph at the top of the page tells 
about each sentence. Write. the numbers o.f the paragraphs tha~ go with each 
sentence on the lines. 
Miss Todd has to h~lp one child. 
--~9-*--Jaok has a friend named Sam4 
~Ruth's aunt lives on a .fam. 
-~· '·Ted brought a stamp. 
Mtas Todd is the teacher. 
. -·---------------.-~~~-------.. ·----· -·----'-'-------------
Read this story: 
The Cub Scouta Hent on a trip last TfreekN They went to the city airport 
early in the mo:rning. Their mothers d:r.ave them a.ll the way. When t);rey reached 
the airport., & i~'-2..n ·took them to see an airplane. He let the boys climb into the 
plane and look c.r.ound. U>lhen they -were through, th~y left the plane. They watched 
other planaa t.mke of£ r.md fly high in the air. They even say a plane come in 
for a landiY.l.go The planes made a loud noise.J but tho boys didntt mind it. 
When it waa t-ime to leave_, they waved goodby· to the man who took them 
inside the plane. n1e mothers dl~ve the boys home. Ev€ryone thought that 
wonderful visit v1&S the best tr1p>of the yeaJ:> $ 
1 .. Put a circle around the ~title ~or this story: 
Inside a Plane Flying Cub Scouts 
Trip to the Airport Cub Scout ~~thers 
2 ~ Read each senten,~e belmf o Number the sentences to show the order in which 
they oame in the sto~. Use the numbers, 1~ 2, 3, 4, 5o 
1be mothers drove home. 
--·-·~·~-The boys elimbed L~to the plane. 
~ey waved goodby to the·ma.no 
-----They left early in the morning. 
_ _"They saw a plane come in f'or a landing .. 
rA 
,.,/ 
'···-- i 
l 
~i 
'e 
Tiore are .some words .fror:1 the stoeyo 
I-ut a rinc; around all those t"li th Sfl.Ort i.o. ~ut n line under all those with !];1ort .o .. ~ 
trip 
eity 
cone 
off 
high 
visit 
on 
in 
didnlt 
z:1othera 
fu.">OVS 
~10nde1')ru1 
In the space below t"~rite o. nontonco to tell 'I.'Jhich story 
you liked best .. 
---------~----------
Uow \'ll.,ito n .sentence to tell ~:rhy you piclwd tlJ.e stol""Y·~ 
In the space belovr i."lri te u. sentence to tell -r1llieh story 
you liked the lausto 
~Jow write a sentonco to tell ~~ you did not like tho oto~a 
----------~-··~------- ----------------
e 
• 
Read these words. They are about games~ food and books. 
1~ pages 5. f'lmn~ 9. baseballs 
2~ paper 6. water 10. beef 
)e sugsr 1 .. tepa 11. pictures 
4. cake B. marbles 12~ jump 
UndernGames11 "'rrite all the words about. ~. 
Under "Foodu wri·t;e all the words about .food. 
Under nBooks 11 write all the wor•ds abou·f.,600ka .. 
Games Food 
-·-
_____ ,.,._,...<II ___ W.M.-r""•••••to:o.o; .. •••>·-~ 
13. grapes 
14. chap·lier 
15. cover 
16 .. skip 
Books 
---
. ··- _,_, ___ ----
___________ ... ,_ .. ___ ........ 
---~-·--··--m -· ------~--------
Cross out the r.rmrd in each column that does not go with the other words in 
each coJ.tuMlc 
wagon lunch soldier begin 
boat table meat end 
canoe plate vegetable bedroom 
dinner C'llp f.ood start 
car sailor milk :f'in1.sh 
L
t / 
I 
~ 
-
INITIAL TEST OF ORGANIZATION 
NMm--------------------------------·----------------------------
DATE 
------------------
SCHOOL 
-----·----------------------·---------------------------------
Here are some exercises to see how earefully you can read. 
Follow the directions and do just what you are told ·to do on each 
page .. 
• 
l . 
• 
nao.d eo.ch se:ntel'l.CG below e r:'llon clo 'I."Tl1o.t each sentonco tolls 
you to do., 
Draw tlu:~oo small eire los '.:>olO'I:;; o 
0 0 0 . 
""""""" _________ .......,.,_.,...,==-=.........,...,.,..--·-.--"""""""""""'J:ruqh= ' -~ 
below 1:r.rite t:1o lr.~.st lottcr o:r lu L~ tho second square oordw 
2., ::rake a eross ( X) 
J 
I 
0 0 
3o ~)l"'Ut:T a line under the second VIOI'd in t~li3 sentonee" J 
!I 
,, .. o .~.·ut il eross on the loncost \'Wl~l in thin so:¥nco" I 
5o Drav1 s. lino u.n.der the lust -rror<l in t:.:.:dn so!1toP...ce.., I 
6o Dra't1 o. circle around tl~e·'H)-~ctor 0olm:J tl:nt COljf.:S 1"':!.rst 
in the o.lphabot~ / 
' t 
m 0 e p / 
7 o Draw@eirolo a:r:ound the sllo:r·tost \"lOrd. i.."".l tl::.is sontenceer / 
Gc Draw u l:tue from ciralo 2 to ci:relo 5 
under circlo 3 ~.nd oval"' ci.rele I~ o o--1) o 
9 o Dr~w a 1 ina in the space elovJ c Put 
thn.t -.::ill pnos 
0 ·"'~ . . (~) 
an X in tho rniddla 
I 
of the lir.Le11 )( '" / 
lOo j):raw a circle c ·::rite you:t:> first l'lll.L1a ill tL.o niddle of tlHe 
eireleo "Soe the bacl:: of this papcro "l 
·::.G. 
llq Look o.t tho lottc1')s belov1 o i."Jhieh letters uro uinn::.nG i'rom 
the alphabet? r:rito t~. o 1:::iss ilJ.C lottors au tho lilws.) 
0. b c d e g h i 1;: .m p q 
r s u v V1 X. z 
f _ _a_ -1--~· 7 
-d--:- 0 
L J~·- -~-
Tofa../ I~ 
nead tllis stOl"Y" 
Dick ha.d a. nickel to spend., !Ie uent to tho eem.dy 
shop to buy something sweet for himself fi II$ lool:::od in 
the window at the rov ~ _ dy., Chocolate kisses wo1..,e 
in the f'irat row, cand cane wero in the seeond J:>O'.'l» 
all kinds of nuts were n the third row and taf~ a.p~as wii in the last row. Diek decided to buy a l · ge~ . ed, 
st eky tutfy apple fl Tie rrant into the shop and g ve .s · 
n c tel to llrs .. 3otts9 She gave him the tntfy a.ppleo 
HOW do What 1:i.U0.-3·a'seiit'Gncos "tel:lyou tO··do._ 
lQ Underline the word 1n the stocy whieh tells how :aueh 
mone-y Dick bad., 
/ 
2. Draw a ring a.round the wo1'"<ls that toll what he saw in 
the seeond row<) 
3 o Put a Cl .. OSS (X) on the \"JOl"dS tho.t tell .hOV1 to.f:f'y 
apples look and foelo 
I 
I 
l!-o Draw a 1 ino through tho no.tJ.o or the person who tool; 
:lick's mon.oyo 
I 
---•-r---~------------------·----------------------------
noad this sto:t"Y., . 
It -waa a clear, cold wintol') dayo The SllOW VIas J?Ol"'.foct . 
.for coa.stin.g. '!!he ica \7CW frozen on tho pondf> Jot.'£ and 
Do11 took their sleds f1 .. on tho go.rage to go coa.stil1G on tho 
hillo I.Iar-.1 Jane :round her .skates in t!1a attie and sho wont 
skating on the pond.. Bobby was to.o- young to go coo.sting 
or alrating, but he had fun buildh~ a anov~no 
loo Underline the!?~~~ title .for this story: 
Coastine 
Ska:til1.G 
Winter Fun 
P.un Il."ls ide 
I 
nru::1es on the 
J 
• 
Read the phrnses below~ Put a 
phrases that mal::e you thin\;; of 
t , ~~~n-/:s oToss (X) beside all ne 
)( snow on the grou_~ 
::X::coasting dm:m a hill 
-swir::lmin,c nt the bonch 
-----leaves turning colors 
·~slruting on the ice 
~ionic nt the po.rk 
-4--·weo.l .. ing houvy clothes 
- playing basebnll 
:X::sli.pping on the icp 
::~rubber boots ~ mittens 
nand this story: 
wi..T'l·;~ er ... 
One af'tornoon nftor school Lui:>l"Y and Cue clocidod 
to make their own e ireus o Tlloy built o. c.:trcu~J tcr:rt; 
with some old cloth.. They usod clay to n-:tlm nn.iu.:1l.:.; 
for 1ihe c:lreus parade" r.i:hey oado f'our olepllllni:,at: t-..·Jo 
lions.~~ twa tlgera and oicht white horses-:. S:.'ho;r <h"E-:c:.:;c;d 
Sue' a old doll to look just like r:. {;:lawn \lith .u t.rJ.l1 
hat 8 big shoost> :r>ed and white pants and a. y~llm-; ~Id1·,t ... 
·ll.:f'ta:x.• everythinc was finished,· Larzoy n:nd ;:.·u.C; ~tr.J:,_:.,~v; 
the family to see their eire us'~ IJother and ZJo.<ltly tllou.r.:Ld.: 
it was the .finest circus they had ever seenc. :Jnby elu;.Y)e<..i 
his hands \7hen ha so.w the elc-rm.Q Larry m.1.d ;:u.~' l<0:1:';.c;. "-J'<J"J''Y 
pleased(; 
1., D:ro.ti· a line unclor the best title for tll1;; ::d.:;o!~y 3 
A noal c ircuo 
~\ '2r1p to tho Circus 
) 
I 
2., :row 1-:mny people are ill tho st.o;;·y ,, .. -~~--·-· .. ··~ --~--. ·' ·-··· 
3" :·i1lUt was tho eil.,eus tent nudo o."i'? ~-~-c;_/oJ4 ... .,~~-u .... -· ~-~~m 
4(1 IImv did the children 12ll.l.l:e ijlJ.o nn.:l..D&la '. 
·----~~--~--- ....... '~ / 
__ :z:h~e(-- u.s:ed. _cla.f-~.....-- .. -----"· --·-.. ····-··- .-.... _. 
5 .. !low tiD.ny horses did thoy mnJ.:a·? ~ I 
~ .... ·-~·-'""" ,_ .. -·--~-.----..-·-·-- ·-·...: 
lrt:tr.lO three things they put on tho ~~ 1. mr;1,. 
_bfki__,,.___. -
sh,;, f 
~----
{any of 
e 
,., 
r 
r 
·~-
r 
.. , . · 
,. 
" . 
Here are some v.rords from the story. In the spaces on ... 'tJ:e right put all the WOrdl' 
with short e. . In the spaces on the ~ put the words '\.11'1 th short e 
see 
make 
tent 
~lay 
Short a. 
'..a tiL~ 
~m[~ 
a.n..i.lnals hat· 
family OVel'" 
big z·ed 
dreBsed pants 
'. 
soon 
hands 
yellow 
his 
ShC?rt~ 
-fenf:_ 
dre.£s.ed_ 
ever 
_ _ rec(_ 
7
velfiw 
:J '-h fo1n 'S 
/() 
-----------~~---------------------~· -----------------------
Read this story: 
Sally is l1appy because today is S~:curday. Betty is coming to Sally's 
house to play school. Sally ha.s a blackboard, chalk, paper, pencils and 
crayons. Betty is bri.rl..g1.ng some book..9 ~ They are going to take turns being the 
teacher. 
Draw a ring a:t•otmd the ~Sentence which bes_! tells about the story 4 
Read the words belot;r ~ 
things in sehool. .. 
Put a line around the worda thaJr. do not tell about 
chairs 
~-v 
chalk 
~ 
~ 
Ci:roCk 
~ 
crayons 
ruler 
/ 
• ,. 
Read· this story: 
L ·The ·third grade children are ~r.L~iting letters in school. Jack is 
W!"iting to his .friend§ Sam., who lives in another town. Ruth is writing 
to her Aunt Peg who lives on a farm. 
2 • Ted has ·finished his letter. He brought a stamp to school so that he can 
mail his letter. 
3 o Patty can't. think of ·anyone to Whom she can write. 1Uss Todd will have to 
.help Patty. 
Read the sentences below 9 Decide t•hich paragraph at the ·cop o£ the page tells 
about each sentence. Write. the numbers of the paragraphs thaj$ go 1o.'1.th each 
sentence on the lines • 
. ~ Miss Todd has to help one Child. 
-J Jack has a friend named Sam. . 6 
/ · Ruth 'a aunt lives on n .farm. 
~Ted brought a stamp. 
'3- -·Miss Todd is the· teacher. 
------
Read this storyt 
The Cub Scouts went on a trip last weel:. They went to the city airport 
early in the n10:rn:'bg. Their n1others drove "'"hem all the way. When ttrey reached 
the a5.rport.P ti n~s.n tool{ them to see an aitpla!'1e. Ffe let the boys clililb into the 
plane and look around. ~.'hen tlley were through-' they lef't the planeo They watched 
other planes take of.f and fly high in the air. They even say a plane come in 
:for a landing~ The planes made a loud noise_, but the boys didn rt mind it • 
When it was time to leavej they waved goodby to the man who took them 
inside the plane 4. The mothers drove ·i:.he boys home. Evf ryone thought that 
wonderful viai·t l'Tas the best tr:Jp1of the year. 
1~ Put a circle around the ~ title for this story: 
Inside a Plane 
~to ·the Air~ 
Flying Cub Scouts 
Cub Scout l10thers 
2 ~ Read each sentence below.. Number the sentences to show the order in which 
they cam0 in the story. Use the numbers, 19 2, 31 4, 5. 
~The mothers drove home. 
he boys cl:i.mbed into the plane. 
'hey waved goodby to the man. 
hey left early in the morning. 
-::g.,_-. ""They saw .n plane come in :for a landing" 
/ 
, 
IIore are some words .from the storyl! 
Put a rint; around a.ll those with f!~~o~ .1~ 
:·ut o. line unde:r all those with short o....!. 
~ 
~ 
Q_Ol:la_ 
off 
~ 
on 
~ 
nothers 
di->ove 
wonde:rful 
----·------·--·-------------------------
In the space below vmite a sontonco to toll which story 
you liked best .. 
--
--- ,. Clllit;". 
IJow \Wito a sentence to t..all E-l:JX you picked the stocyo 
. il1 the spuee below \~?ite n sentence to tell rfl1i~1 sto 
you liked the leo.at,. 
lTow write a sentonco to tell r:iuy you did not like the 
/0 
' 1n 
+e.s+. 
Q 
e 
,.. 
,. 
r 
\-
Read these words. They are about games, food and books. 
1., pages 5~ .flour 9.. baseballs 
2~ paper 6. water 10. beef 
3. sugar 7 .. tops 11. pictures 
4. cake 8 .. ll'larblea 12. jump 
UndernGames" ~Jl'·ite all the words about. e,a.ilte.s .. 
Under 11Focd '1 wri·te all ·the woros about :food": 
Under 11Boolcsu -v:~ite a.11.the lc7ords a.bout-sooka .. 
Games 
J~~-~----­
JJ:J~Jes.., __ ,_ 
_};_~is-
. 
~--·­
_stf0?----
Food 
-~---S.t.(J~---
--4.4lfe__-~--
___ nfdl:.. __ . ~ ... 
_!J~ed ___ _ 
--8L..~J5. ___ _ 
1.3. grapes 
14.. chap·ter 
15. cover 
16. skip 
Booka 
-----------------------------··--·-------------------·------------------
-
~· Cross out the word j_n each column that doe a not, go with the other words in 
each column., 
l'7agon lunch 
boat table 
canoe plnte 
dinner cup 
car r:.dloY. 
::cl!:ter 
meat 
vegetable 
.rood 
tr.:i.J.lc 
begiu 
end 
"''::leckt&em--
start 
finj.sh 
To fa./ ~or 
E,-rf;;e T;;s f 
/6 
.. .; 
) 
lj' 
/00 
-· 
FINAL TEST OF ORGANIZATION 
NAME~-----------------------------------------------------
DATE 
---------------------------------------------------------
SCHOOL ___ ~· 
-------·-
TEAG'HER 
Here are so!fie ~xercisea to see how care.fuJJ.y you can read. 
Follow the directions s.nd do just •rhat you a. re told t.o do em eaeh 
page .. 
' i 
.e 
Read all the c11reot1one belD1N'o '"fhen do 1-.rhat each sentence 
tells you to c1r:>., 
I.. Read the phrases below.., Put a erose {X) beatde all the 
phrases that make you think o~ eumme~o 
swimming at the beaoh 
--"''hot davs 
===-snow a;d 1oe 
·~loaves turning colors 
...._.._...frost on the w:l.ndol1S 
---=weB.r>ing J.lght clothes 
----going to the seashore 
-using heavy bla.nkets 
-- ~playing baseball 
.~P~-cnic s in the pari:-:: 
•. ., ~ •. n Read the words beJ.m'fo In t,he epaoea on the r:t;;;;rd;, 
put all the '!tiords "tlith short :::." r~cl th::J spaces on 
the k~ put all the it.rorcts~;r~.t)~\ short Eio 
pencil 
coat 
being 
better 
sent 
glad 
table 
dance 
plenty 
f'ael 
sit 
sad 
glasa 
we·t 
wrap 
light 
----·--~ 
·---·---------------~-------·--~·-----~---·-·-
IIIo Rearl this story., 
Tom hae one hu.,.dred books in his room, !Us 
books tell about many d1ff~r.ent thingso Some are 
about. space travel..,. Some are abou·t boys and B~-X;>la 
"'Jho live in other oountr>:l.eeo Some haye, mE~.glc stor:l.es 
an.O. others tell ho1,,, to malre .model ships and o.utomc·bll e,~" 
Th.-u books 'I'om likes best, are the 011ee about apace tra"':r-e1 <ll 
Put a. o1roole around the sentence which ~ t.eJ.ls a.1:>otrt 
the storyo 
J.a 
I") 
,-::;..,o 
~ 
~') {:1 
hq 
~[.,om 
Tom 
'I' oro 
To1a 
has a room o:r hi~ o·-,-unQ 
lUres spi!:';i00 tl'&VeJ."' 
11.9.,9 me .. 1'1y books c~.bc"J11t (J.:t:ife~ex1t, t,h~ .. n::?;~?. 4t 
.make~ ships a!Y.:l. cn::::,o;tJ::i~~1l1,:;,r.h 
.. 
-
• 
IV. Read this story. 
V., 
One day J()e brought his dog~ Tricks, to school. 
Ever,rone watched the qog to see what he would do in 
. the class • The dog walked f!I'QUnd and looked at the 
'children" ,the books :a.n<i the· bl.:tckboa.rd. Su4t}en.:lY 
he .ju~ed up .on I-1iss Brown's c:qa.lr .and put his fi<oht 
pa~s· on· his ,desk.. He J,oofe,d just lilce. th¢ te~che:r! 
The chUdr~n a1;1d Miss Brown laughed when.they saw 
the new t~ache:r.. · · · · · · · · · 
Put !l circle around the~ title :for this story,. 
LaugJ:d.rt~f . . 
Miss .Brown's jake 
A Dog ··in the Classroom 
Joe's Trick · · .. ' 
Read the sentences belavr. Number the sentences to 
shot<l the order in v;hieh they came in the story .. 
. ' ';,•,·' 
Read these words. They are about .fruit, clo·thes and houses .. 
1. windows 5. grapes 9~ shoes 13. suit 
2. doors 6. potato 10. grapefruit 14. plums 
3. dress 1 .. socks ll .. rooms lS. floors 
4. banana 8. walls 12. shil"t 16. peach 
Under "FRUITN write all the words about fruit. 
Under "CLOTHES" write all the words about clothes. 
Under "HOUSESn write all the words about houses. 
FRUIT CLOTHES HOUSES 
- -
··------
----
'4t 
VI. 
3-
Read this story. 
Bill is going to build a doJJ. house for his li·ttle sister, 
Janet. 
He is getting ready to begin~ He has some wood:, nails and 
a hammere 
The dol."L house will ha.ve an upstairs and a doiJ!lSta.ire. It 
will have two bedrooms, a bathroom, a livingroom and a kitchen. 
Read the sentences below. Decide which paragraph at the ·top of the page 
tells about each sentence.. . 
. I Write the numbers of the paragraphs that go wit~ each sentence on the lines. 
Bill is using wood to build tne doll house. 
----Janet is younger than Bill .• 
-Bill has not started to build ye-t •• 
----: There i•rl.ll be two rooms i'or dolls to sleep in. 
·--"""'Bill has the right tool for pounding nails 9 
--------------·--------~---------·-------------------------------------
VII. Read the. WOl"ds below. 
his 
one 
other 
Put a. ring around all the words with shorto. 
Put a line under all the words with short I: 
ships 
likes 
some 
in 
model 
different 
Tom 
magic 
make 
------------------------------e VIII. Cross out the word in each column which does not go with the other 
words in each column below. 
bakery 
grocery 
drug store 
bus 
meat. store 
hands 
shoes 
feet 
head 
arms 
.flowers 
trees 
grass 
plants 
ball 
walk 
stop 
run 
hop 
skip 
-----·------·--·-· ---·---·-~------·~ ---"'-----· 
IX. Look at 'the letters below. \fuich letters ar-e missing from 
the alphabet? 
\vri te the missing letters on the linea., 
a b c e f g j k 1 m n o q 
8 t u w y z 
----
-·-~ 
• 
D 
in this sentenco ... 
vT"i""i' Put a o.t>oss on the circle beJ.ow.,. 
.!:. •• .!, .;, 0 
0 6 0 \- '\! ' .... ~ Xl.Vo In the 
.last Cil'Ole below writ. a the f'irast let@ler O:f tb.{) ----=-== woro ha.pJ2Zo 
"'\ 0 0 0 (J 
1CV4} Dra"'1 a sqti:.are below~ \1r1te your· last name in the middle of the squa;:>e.., 
X1fiP. See the line below e Put an X at the end of' tha line .. 
XVII.~~ Draw a line f'rom number 2 to number 6 that will 
go over ntmber 3 and Under numoera 4 and 5o 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
XVIIIo :Put a o.ross (X} on the letter below that is nea;: .,:,.,;-ft 
the end.of the ~lphabeto 
p b v a h d 
Read the wor-ds be10't1., Put a line aro'!.l.r.!.O. the tml'da 
that are not ·tht.nge to eato 
----==-; 
:toe orea~ 
fruit 
gla5e 
\;~~·!.'tt~.bl® 
d1ah 
bread 
stove 
cake 
et.ore 
candy 
cookies 
spoon 
potato jelly 
, .. 
" 
XX. P.e.ad this st.o:r:!r. 
,Jerry l:fkes to ent out ,.,i~t.h his f0;llli.:L~r. ::.r,Bt. ~-·.-~:·sda.;.r l1e ~-ent to 
e:at at P.rnJ·aro Joh<'1S0~1 1 r.,;. He had ·tom!$.tO ju:tcs, I·<;.:~;·::. ·;::·rjc<, baked 
potato, pe~s •-md a roll with butter. He h-'?>d .::.·:p1::-~ ;):if; <ln(;_ milk tor 
dessert. On th~ ~;;ay home his fa:t.h.er bought hira c. (~h,_:-coJ.a:t-E", ice ore8lll 
cone as an e:R trB. treat • 
Now do ~hat these sentences tell you to do. 
1.. Underline the word in the s-tory that tells the de:·- Jerry- want out 
to eat. 
2 .. Put a eroas (X) on the words that tell whe;;:oe Jer1.7 wen-t to eat .. 
3. Drw a ring around all the things Jerry had to drink. 
4. Draw a line through ·the name o:f the person who ga.v~G• ,Jerry an extra 
treate 
_....... .. __ .... _.,~-- --~-----------
XXI. Read this story. 
Nancy and her brothers Ned, were always late to school. They 
never started dressing early enough. They l'md to eat their breakf'Mt 
quickly a.nd then rush to school. 
Mother decided to do something about this~ She bought a big 
clock for Nancy and Ned. This clock had·a loud bell that rang early 
in the morning to wake the children. r1other. put the clock on the 
· dresser. When the children hoord the bell_, they had t..o get out of. 
:bed to turn it off., Once t.hey H€~-re out. of . bed_, t7-:•.ey started dressing. 
They had plenty of ti.me t-o eat b:reakfG.F.rt.. Th.E:y didn 1 t h~ve 'to rush to 
school. 
lA Draw ~ line under the best title for this stor.y: 
Alr,Tays L:tte 
Fast B:reak.t'aat 
The Clock 
~~ther Solwes u Problem 
2. Who are the people in the story? Write their nam(~s on the lines, 
3. Why were the children late be:tore they got the clock? 
4. Why did mother put the clock on the dresser? 
I • 
5. Why was the clock e. good clock to wake the chi.ldren? 
----~----~-------------·------
'o;-
XXII~. Read ·iihis story o 
When the uam v-reather came in the spring, ·i;,hn t.:lird grade 
planned to open a lemonade st~:md. The h9ys began. building a 
wooden stand. The girls started ·t;o make red a..nd ~·rhite s:.tgns tha:t 
read: 
FRESH LEl.[ONADE 
10¢ 
11iss Brooks picked thl·ee groups of both boys ~Ld girls to 
work on other things 4 '!'he girst group was go1.ng to get the glasses 
and a. pitcher to serve the drinks • The second group had. to make the 
lemonade. The third group was going t.o make CO<">kies to e8:t with the 
lemonade. 
Everyone was working h.s.rd. They could hardly 1-f&i t .for the 
stand to open .. 
1. Draw a line under the b.~!i titJ.t<: fer this story. 
Lemom 
Nisa Brooks' Lemonade 
Plans for a l~monade Stand 
Warm 1rleather 
2 o Who 1-ms building the st.and? __ , --~--~--
3., Whst was the stand going to be made of? 
---
h. What colors were the signs going to be? 
-----
~--------------------· 
6. What was the third g:roup going to do? 
7. Wha.t was the first group going to do? 
--~-------~-----·------
'~-
' l 
j 
.-
l 
FINAL TEST OF ORGANIZATION 
NP~---------------------------------------------------
DATE 
-----·-----------------------------------------------------
SCHOOL~------------------------------
TEACHER 
Here a.re sorue &;;wroiaes to see how ce.refu:Uy you can read. 
Follow the directions a..rtd clo just wha.t you a. re told )~o do on each 
page~ 
r\ 
~.· 
... 
Rea:d. e.ll the di.rect.iont:l belmno Then do \•ihat ea.oh aen1~ence 
t e1.l I! ;vcu t,o d Q o 
S~~~·1PJ)~~.. Draw f·our sqtW.rea below 4) 
DODD 
-----------------
----- --· ..•.... ··-·--·-
P.ead t,h·e worO.s belowe J:n the spe.oes tSn the ~11.!:, 
put. all the wards 7tll.th short ao In the spaces on 
the ~ put all the words with ~c:rt w~" 
pencil 
coat 
be1Dg 
be·r,t.er 
sent 
glad 
table 
dar-:.oe 
._.ne_.:ei.J...'!-1 \ --
~bette£ 
-~~~e.n.+...:..---~ 
__ plen±y.~ 
~~e--m~~~+-.~----
plenty 
feel 
sit 
sat1 
318.133 
;.ret 
iJ/,l'S.p 
light 
-9~ta.d_~ 
.--.~~nee.._ 
-~.s..a.d_---~--~-
-·~~l~.;5.,._,.,,S.__ _ -
_ ___..IJj D:l...p ~---
/0 
J:rJ: o-Reacrtl:ilsito r.-y-~-. ---------·--------------····-·---. 
Tom has o:n.~; h1mdred books in h1s roomo His 
1Jooka t,ell about many dif:ferent thing a o Some ere 
about space t.rn·•"slo some ar·e about boys and girls 
1rrho 11 ve in othe.r> countries,) Some have magic sto r1es 
and others t.eJ..l b.cn·1 to make mod.el shipe and sutomobileso 
The boolta Tom llkee ·bee/c. a~e the on.es abou·t apaoe travel,: 
Put. a circle •J.r.oun.d t.he senten@'e wb.ich ~~ tells about 
the storyo 
lo Tom 
~c. ':!.'om. 
J 
l1 
\ 
-
·~· 
i< 
~ 
t 
e 
1J"{., 
One day Jo~ bro-ught h.~~s dog!) Tr~.ckep t~o e©hoolc 
Everyone wetohod th3 dog to see ~hat he would ~o in 
'J:,hG (t;)laseo 'l'he dog 1Ji'.9JJ.r.ed around and loolr.eO. e.t the 
-oh:.tldrenc the book~~ and the bJ.evokbo£~,p:1., 
Suddenly he jumped up on 11-~lsa Brown ° e oua.:.~.r· and. put 
·~11.i-3 f;<:>onfc. paws on her desko He looffied juat like the 
""c.eacher~ The children and .Miea Brown laughed when 
·;·,hey s<9.1:1 t.he ne"\'1 t.~aohero 
Put. e, <V1role around l:.he .Q.ill title for .. "his atorye 
Laughlng r1( Dog in tha Claaeroj)jji) 
Miss Brown 9 s Joke Joe 6 a Trick 
E·;%M1 the aentencee b(.!lO.,i'o !Sumber the sentences to 
~bu"I the ord~r in '!..rh:L:Oh they came in the atoryo 
Uee the .m..unbers lll2,"3;;1.~r5o 
RP~a.d these 'I,'Wrds. They <:we about. fruit 51 clothes and 
houacso 
lo wlndOlV'S 5o grapes 9o shoes l3o suit 
2,.. de or~ 6., potato l6o grapefruit 1.'-~ 0 plume 
3o dress 7o scc}::r;; llo rooms l5o floors 
l~o bs.nan.a 8o wa1;.::;, 12o shirt "'6 .J. 0 peach 
0mer uFRUIT 1~ 11;r1 te all the \'I"O rd.e about fru1 to 
DncH~lW ~~Gl/)THES" -;t.ri te eJ.l t,he words a. bout clothes o 
·:::nder '~HQTJSESr'- \'1%"1 te all the words about ll.Oiieejo · 
Ff!iJ:.!T QkOTH]g! HOUSES 
__ };_a..LJQ.J::J.a..· 
·~ dres..s ~indows 
·8~-- ~..a..cJfs daacs 
-
3"~ --~b . ae.s -u.J~-
~s __ s_b,~t raoms 
-f·?q...GL ·f: __ s_u.L :f!oar S' 
I 
/.:.~ 
·--~ 
• 
VI, Read this story. 
l. Bill is going to build a doll house for his little sister, 
Janet • 
2. He is getting ready ·!;o begin. He has some wood, nails and 
a hammero 
3. The doll house will have an upstairs and a downatairs. It 
will have two bedrooms, a bathroom, a livingroom and a kitchene 
Read the sentences below • Decide which paragraph at the top of the page 
tells about each sentence~ . 
Write the numbers of' the paragraphs tha:li go wi"'tJ.h each sentence on the lines. 
·- ::2 _Bill is using wood to bu1.ld the doll house • 
.....,..._I ___ Janet :i.a younger than Bill',. --
/ 0 ,. .g.. Bill has not started to build yet~ 3_ __ There rrl.ll be two rooms for dolls to sleep in. 
~Bill has the right tool for pounding nailao 
_______ "'.__~ 
VII.. Read the words below. 
Put a ring around all ~c.he words with short o .. 
Put a line under all the words with short i. 
ships 
likes 
<!or§J ~ different 
ctQi) 
magic 
iiiiike · 
s 
./0 
e ~-------· 
" 
; 
i 
-
VIII. Cross out the word in each column which does not. go with the other 
words in each column below. 
bakery 
grocer-.r 
drug st,o:re 
~ 
meat store 
hands 
SllCCS 
.feet 
head 
a:t"il!B 
flowers 
trees 
grass 
plants 
ba;u... 
wallc 
erte:p 
run 
hop 
skip 
-------------·----------'----
n:. Look srt t.h-e letters below. ~¥nich letters are missing from 
the alphabet? 
Write the missing letters on the lineaQ 
a. b c e 4-" g j k 1. m n 0 q ... 
s t u v y z 
d .x._ , ______ f2 -
h r:. 
• v 
-' 
..... 
-
Tofo/ 
7 
c:26 
Put a orose 
0 
JCl.Vo In the last 
~'IO,r>d ~
circle below 'l?rrite the _nrst 
(' 
.J 0 0 {h) '-..._;, 
J~lYo DR"B,~Y a square below~ \1r1t;;; your last name in the 
middle of the square~ 
J 
J 
1 
I 
XVIo See the line belowe Put an X at the end of ~he line~ 1 
XVIl~ 
-----x 
DJ?aw & line :from number 2 to number 6 that. will 
go over number 3 and under numbers 4 and 5o 
1~ 
XVIII0 Pu1~ a. cross (X) on the letter below that ie nearEnsr<. 
the end of the alphabeto 
p b m v a X h d 
Head ·tb.e woro:::) ~velo~.re .Put a line around the wor:ls 
that !-:::e_no1t things to eat o 
ioe cream 
fru:!.t 
~1a2liV 
~~{!;·~;z ·:!Jt~~\7:.:;:1·~ 
@-1~ 
candy 
oook1ee 
<(i?ooB) 
pot:,:~,t.o 
j l l' e ~t.Y 
I 
I 
.• · 
XX o Read this ~tOI'Y'. 
J er~ J.ikes_ \9- eat out with h s 1'' ··h.r. Lt·;.;;Jt [ .. ,::v~.ay :1e l>.-:ent to · 
eat at Ho~rd Jo~ol1 1 e. He had tomato juice ro:.2rri;. beef, baked · 
potato, peas and a roll with butter. e .sd apple pie &ld6TiiliGfor 
des.sert. On the way home his father bought. him .a chocolate:tce cream 
cone as an extra treat. 
Now do .what these sentences tell you to doo 
1~ Underline the word in the story that tells the day Jerr.r went out I 
to eat .. 
2. Put a cross (X) on the words that tell wbere JerJ"7 tiEmt to eat.. J 
3 • Draw a ring around all the ·jjhinga Jerry had to d;::tn!-'.:. o2 
4. Draw a line through the name of the p€rson uho gaYe Jer:cy a..11 extra ~~~ I 
------·-----·--------··--~ 
XXI. Read this story. 
Nancy and her brother, Ned, were alwa:r-s lat.e to school. 'l'hey 
never started dressing early enough. They lia.& to eat their breakfast 
quickly and then rush to school. 
Mother decided to do something about this. She bought a big 
clock for Uancy and Ned. This clock had a loud bell -that rang early 
in the morning to wake the children. ri.!other put. the clock· on the 
· dresser.. l'llhen the children heard the bell :J they haC. to get out of . 
bed to turn it off., Once they wer•e out of bed.f ·::.hey started dressing o 
They had plenty of time to eat b:reakfast. They d:tdn !t have to rush to 
school. 
1. Draw a line under the ~ title for this story t 
Always Late 
Fast Breakfast 
The Clock 
Mother Solves a Problem 
2. Who are the people :I.n the story? Wr:l. te their names on the lines 4 
_J\Jd __ 
Na 'OC.f 
3. Why were the children late bef'ore they got the clock? 
.Ib g ¥ dic:L.:o.oL_s_hd: dress 1 ~ ~~--~1~,Y ..!--' __ 
4. Why did mother put the clock on the dresser? 
__ Sbe lJlQ.n±eL±~ilih~Q_~.t->--e"-~-~± __ 
no+ . of _6__d__--b i:J 2C · _ \ 
5. Why was the clock e. good cJ.ock to wa.lte the children? 
-· rt .bcu1~~ __ 6_e )'-'--/. ______ _ 
• 
I 
I 
J 
J 
/~ 
' 
-
.. 
XXII~. ~ead thi~ stor.y. 
When the waf'l!l wea;tller came :!,n the spril1g1 the third grade 
planned to open a lemonade stand .. The bo~ beg~. building a 
wooden stand. The gi:r ls started ·to ·rnake · re.d ~d whit. e signs that 
read: 
FRESH LEr4:0NADE 
10¢ 
Miss Brooks ·picked three groups of bot.h boys and girls t.o 
work on other things. Ths girat group r:rao going to ge't the glass,a 
and a pitcher to se:t"V'e the drirucs. Th<9 SG~6nd gZ'onp had to nzake the 
lemon9.de. The third group was r;;o:tn;~ to li1ake, r;oold!;.;:.; ·~o eat -.rith the 
lemonade. 
Eve:cyone 1'ifas wo:rking l.'lard. They could h!1:rd1;:r u~it for the 
stand to open. 
L Draw a line under the~ iiitle .for thls s·toz·y~ 
Lemons Plans for a Lemop..a.d.e Stand 
:Hiss Brooks ' Lemonade Warm Weather 
2. Who was building the s-t.and?_±bg ~..S (o.,_,_±b§.." c la.ss~ 
3. What llillS the stand going to be made of?... ·!&l Q.~ • _ · _ -·-
4. ifuat colors were the sign~·ioing"to b~?~ wh~k 
5. ~o "1M the teach'attl _ _l!j, ss f>mP_h_L_ ____ . -· 
6. What was the third group going to do? 
·~ 
I 
I 
I 
c2 
I 
-~_:\-h~-<:~--~~~-~i:o::t---~~1<,~. / 
1. What W~W th~ first group going to do? . L . 1 
. :th~ ... ~.\ '<'S.l:~V.-{J. l&!QS-~..l}DS--~e.:-L-s-J.cfs~ es· a 'Of'l .jl.1 fc_ nt~ I 
tf. ~'jh .w. as th~ second group ~oing to do? . . . . . _L . 1 • · 1 _· · . j ) 
. . ~c_~~~(LW~~~~~_roa_~oncu (0. 
G ro.nol. .. /"'c; . .f-al 
~r H:sf 
t 
~-
1. 
. ' ' 
WORKBOOK OF EXERCISES 
Exercises to Develop the Study Skill of Organization 
Here are some lessons that will help you to group ideas 
that belong together. If you learn. to do this work well, 
you can read well, study well, and remember what you study. 
This work will also help you in your other lessons. 
NAME 
---------------------------------------------------------
SCHOOL ________________________________________________ __ 
-~ 
.... _ -
Finding -!deas That BE?long Together 
There are times ·when we need to know a certain vrord or 
group of v-rords to talk about and explain to people. Mother, 
Father, and Grandmother all are people. Dogs, cats, and 
cows are all animals. See if you can find the correct word 
to put at the end of each sentence. Choose your words from 
the Word List at the bottom of the page. 
1. Bobby, Jim and Jack are 
2. Cake, pudding and candy are · • 
------
3. February, October and January are 
4~ Lion, bear and monkey are 
5. Sandwich, porridge and bread are 
6. Flower, blossom and leaf are 
7. Dime, nickel and penny are 
·S. Lettuce, onions and potato are 
9~ Four, five and six are 
10. House, church and station are 
.. 
~List: money, animals, plants, names, buildings, months, 
numbers, vegetables, fooa.s, sweets 
l'lri te a story using these words 
Bobby oake pudding January 
·Jim five dime October 
- 1 -
Finding Ideas That Belong Together 
See if you can find the correct word to put at the end 
of each sentence. Choose your words from the Word List at 
the bottom of the page. 
l. Dinner, sup~)er and breakfast are ------· 
2. Yellow, blue and red are -----------· 
3. Hand, face and numbers are ____ __._. 
4. River, brook and pond are 
--------· 
5. Suits, shoes and trousers are----------
6. Morning, noon and night are ------· 
7. Mother, Father and son are 
-------· 
3. Apples, peaches and dates are 
9. Horses, music and ride are 
------· 
10. Head, hands and feet are ---------· 
V1brd List: 
clothing, merry-go-round, timej body, colors, 
water, meals, people, clocl'i:., fruit 
Make a list of: 
1. Clothes 2. Colors 3. Fruits 
- 2 .... 
4. Pe.ople 
Write the correct word on the line at the end of the sentence. 
The first one is done for you. 
1. Cold is to winter as hot is to summer. 
color, summer., February 
2. Rug is to floor as blanl-cet is to 
sleep, wool, bed 
3· Attic is to house as loft is to 
barn, stairs, floor 
4. Moonlight is to night as sun is 
year, day, month 
5. Star is to sky as flo~rer is to 
garden, blossom, tnJater 
6. Ship is to water as train is to 
truck, track, bed 
7. Hop is to rabbit as swim is to 
grasshopper, bug, fish 
3. Thresh is to wheat as husk is to 
potato, corn, fruit 
9. Green is to grass as blue is to 
tree, peach, sky 
10. Flour is to bread as sugar is to 
cane, candy, sweet 
to 
_......,... __ . 
-----· 
-------· 
Write a word to rhyme with each of the words below. Write 
the word on the line. 
1,. cold 2. peach 3, sleep L!. swim 
- 3..., 
J 
-- _;Y 
5. track 6. floor 7. fish s. truck 
9. bed 10. bug 
""4-
'I 
e 
'lfTri te the correct worct on the line at the eno. of each 
sentence. You have done this kind of work before so 
you .do not remember how it is done you may look back 
your books. 
1. Blossom is to flower as fruit is to 
tree, peach, plant 
.. 
2. Wool is to sheep as feathers are to· • 
------
lions, birds, frogs 
3. Books are to eyes as radio is to 
lips, nose, ears 
4-. Inl~ is to black as gold is to 
yellow, blue, sun 
-~---~· 
5. Glove is to hand as hat is to 
hair, hand, finger 
6. Potato is to vegetable as peach is to 
bunch, fruit, tree 
_ __,_ ___ ., 
7. Shoe is to foot as stocking is to 
leg, arm, body 
------· 
8. Street is to city as lane is to ~-----0 
station, country, path 
9 •· Swim is to duck as hop· is to 
horse, cow, rabbit 
10 •. Foot is to leg as hand is to ______ o 
body, arm, finger 
- 5 .. 
if 
in 
'I 
Some words have long o.. Read these vwrds o ~19:_, ~) bone 
Some words have- short ~- Read these words<' _?h?rt, ~' 
bought 
Put a red line under the words with long o • 
. Put a blue .line under the words with short Oo 
blossom 
stocking 
potato 
body 
nose 
frogs. 
hop 
not 
rad..i.o 
copy 
gold 
so 
long 
dog 
The words below tell wa;v;s in which people t:c"avel.~ ways in 
which people send news; or they are the n&mes of places. 
Choose the words that tell ways in which people travel and 
write them on the line below the word J.!•avel. Write the 
ways by 1rvhich people send nevrs below the I'TOrds Send News, 
i,vri te the names of places below the word Places. The first 
one is done to show you how. 
- 7 -
Read the words in the listp below. Each word belongs under 
one of the maiti words. i. There are three main words. They 
are in large print.· Put the right "rora. under one of the main 
words. This is an exercise to see how well you know the 
meaning of words. 
piano judge chest 
radio babies rabbit 
dog kitten butcher 
barber chair bear 
goat grandmother grandfather 
chilClren brother doctor 
bed monkey cupboard 
grocer table lion 
horse calf .sister 
mouse woman uncle 
FUR:tHTURE PEOPLE ANIMALS 
• 
. The words below are the names of foods, of tools, and 
of meals. Choose the ones that are foods and write them 
below the word FOODS* Choose the ones that are tools and 
write them below the word TOOLS. Choose the ones that are 
meals and write them belovJ the word HEALS. 
cake lunch dates dinner 
bread cream rice peach 
fish crumbs hoe juice 
breakfast porridge sauce saw 
rake milk roast egg 
pumpkin crackers pudding butter 
meat fruit peas, honey 
oats candy peanut hammer 
shovel lettuce sandwich jam 
potato picnic vegetables supper 
cheese onions wheat turkey 
FOODS TOOLS MEALS 
- 9 -
The words below are tlje names of sounds, the names of 
buildings, or the names of .:plants. Choose the ones that are 
sounds and write them below the word SOUNDS. Choose the 
ones that are buildings an~ write them below the word 
BUILDINGS. Choose the one9 that are plants and write them 
below the word PLANTS. 
barn bank home honk 
cottage whistle maple tree castle 
scream grass tap music 
voice house grunt willow tree 
palace laugh brown-eyed Susan gobble 
flowers hotel bark factory 
squeak hum school rattle 
buzz church noise oal-c tree 
station buttercup sneeze college 
trees quack violet tinkle 
roar yell growl moo 
SOUNDS BUILDH!GS PLANTS 
-- 10 -
• 
Who am I? 1N"ri te my name ;in the blar..£ o:t the e:1d of ec,el:: 
exercise. 
I come in winter. 
I have twentY-eight days~ 
Sometimes I have twenty-nine 
days. 
I am a month of the year. 
March comes after me. 
I am • 
----
You have two of me~ 
I am not your arms or legs. 
I am not your hands or feet. 
You close me when you are 
tired. 
You open me to see .. 
I am your 
----· 
I do my work on a boat. 
Sometimes we go on the ocean. 
Sometimes ~ve go on the lalte. 
I am a man. 
You eat what I catch. 
I am a ____ .. 
I am wet. 
I am made from oil 
People make fires with me. 
I make engines roar. 
I make automobiles go. 
I am 
------· 
- 11 -
Write 1 over the word that 
rhymes'"~"Ti th some.· 
.......__ 
Write 2 over the word that 
rhymes-with s,tays.~ 
Write .1_ over the word that 
rhymes ~vi th ~ .. 
Write l over the word that 
rhymeswith begs. ;, 
Write 2 over the word that 
rhymes with sheet 
1N'ri te 2 over the word that 
rhymes wl th stands, 
TJ.Tri te 1 over the 1/rord that 
rhymes-with cake~ 
'Write 2 over the word that 
rhymes'Wi th coat. 
Write 2_ over the word that 
rhymes lilri th match. 
Write 1 over the lilrord that 
rhymeswith bet~ 
·uri te 2 over the word that 
rhymeswith ~· 
Write .l__ over the word that 
rhymes with spoil • 
~-,., ~~-
• 
'Who am !? \~rite my name (in the blaP2-r. at the end of aach 
exercise. 
I am hard. 
I can break. 
People can see through me~ 
People can drink from me4 
I am part of a house. 
I am 
-----· 
I am a pair. 
People v1ear me. 
But I am not_your shoes. 
Nor am I your hose. 
I have fingers. 
I am a pair of 
------· 
I help people everywhere. 
I give them things to eat. 
T~Jrl te J. ov8r the word that 
b Egi 118 With the firSt two 
letters in dr·~., 
Write 2. over the word that 
begin?-with the first three 
letters in throw• 
Write L over the word that 
begins with the first two 
letters in brown. 
Write 1 over the v-rord that 
ends with the last three 
letters of ~. 
Write 2 over the word that 
ends with the last three 
letters in messengers. 
'\llri te l_ over the word that 
.ends with the last t"ro 
letters in nose. 
1/Jri te 1 over the word that 
beginswi th the first two 
letters in dream. 
I give them things to drink. Write 2 over the word that 
·beginswi th the first two 
Sometimes I cut them with a knife~etters in knock. 
I am a man who makes people \ATell~ 1rfri te .3_ over the word that 
begins with the first three 
I am a letters in through. 
I am very large and high., 
People say I am beautiful~ 
!.fen climb up me. 
Boys and Girls ski dovm me,. 
I am not a hill. 
I am a 
- 12-
Write 1 over the word that 
ends with the last three 
letters in sigh. 
I \•Trite 2 over "'the word that 
ends with the last three 
letters in wonderful. 
~IJ'ri te ]_ over the word that 
ena.s·with the last three 
letters in mill. 
·~~ 
~ ~ 
• 
Put a line under the right phrases :n each g~cup. 
Things we see in the city 
tall buildings 
large stores 
wide s1dewalks 
many automobiles 
wide streets 
horse and wagon 
high mountains 
deep valleys 
lighted signs 
large railroad stations 
Things we see in the country 
children having a picnic 
cows being milked 
mailboxes by the roadside 
cows going to pasture 
birds darting about 
large barns filled 1vi·~t 
people fishing in the brunks 
hay growing in the fields 
many policemen working 
rabbits hopping in the forest 
Write a story about what we see in the country or what we 
see in the city. The phrases above will help you$ 
- 13 -
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Below are some;' groups of wordso As they are ::1ow they 
have no meaning •. Pu.t them into sente:1.00s so they wj_ll have 
meaning. Write the sentences on the lines below. Be sure 
to begin the first li'J'Qrd with a capital 1 etter ~ Put a period 
at the end of each sentence. One is done to show you how• 
1. 
2. 
3~ 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7· 
S~ 
9. 
10. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
10. 
visitors the arrived time on 
lighthouse the .lonely looked little 
rocky was a it on built land of stretch 
shine not did the by lighthouse day 
without the their way its ships ·see could light 
had at the work to night lighthouse 
on the and off went light 
ships light what the knew the meant 
if it trouble too meant near went they 
turned the sea out ships to 
them kept this safe 
The vistors arrived on time~ 
----~-----------------------------------------------
• 
• 
• 
1 2 ) 4 
Group I 
Cut some flowers. 
Then take them to Grandmother. 
Go to the garden. 
Put them in a basket& 
Eat your dinner. 
Wash your hands. 
Put your book away. 
Come to your dinner. 
Group II 
Group II:: 
He put Betty on the train and waited until the train left 
the station. 
_Betty was go~ng a\ifay for a visit. 
Father drove her to the station~ 
Mother helped her pack her tr~nko 
Grour :c: 
Each evening Dick will hell) t.is grc:..nrJ.fe.thel' milk the cows., 
Dick is spending the Btnr.mer en :1.j.s grandfather: s farm. 
Rusty and Dick v-rill take the c ov.rs to the pasture., 
He will get up early each morningo 
- 15 -
Some words have long e. Reaa. these words. v.ree feed ear 
Some words have short e. Read these words. end let tell 
Put a red line under the '-vords with long ~ 
Put a blue line under the words with short~ 
elf guess cream neck kept 
eat Easter left easy east 
,J 
- 16 -
hedge 
keep 
Number the sentences in the order in which they happened. 
td-roup I 
,I 
Dick could not find the children 
Then he knew that Betty and the other children were hiding 
-in the hay. 
He called and when they did not answer he looked in the 
- barn. 
__ Suddenly he saw a red ribbon beyond the ladder. 
Group II 
_ She will plant her seeds in the spring. 
She will take very good care of her garden so she w.ill 
- have many vegetables. · 
She will have many vegetables. 
Soon little green leaves will begin to show above the 
ground. 
Susan is going to have a garden. 
Group III 
When he ~ooked in the kitchen he found only Dusty. 
All was quiet in the house. 
She was trying to get out the back door. 
Father jumped out of bed and ran do~rnstairs to see what 
--was the matter. 
__ Suddenly there was a great noise. 
- 17 -
Match the words in Coiumn I with the phrases in Column II •. 
! 
Put the number of th~ phrase that matches on the line in 
front of the word. 
Column I 
seeds 
hide 
suddenly 
_ vegetables 
-jump 
_quiet 
_._many 
_plant 
house 
_protect 
Column II 
1. get up quickly 
2. a large number 
3. something we plant 
4. another direction 
5. a place to live in 
6. all at once 
7. take good care of 
3 .. a loud sound 
9. put into the ground 
10. things to eat 
11. keep out of sight 
12. very still 
Number the sentences in the order ih which they hap~ened. 
Group I 
He waited until the light turned yellow and red. 
He went quickly across the street. 
This was the sign for which he was waiting. 
He was in a hurry, but he stopped when he came to the 
corner. 
Bobby ran down the street. 
Group II 
The next morning the sun is shining brightly. 
The children want to play in the snowo 
The children are very disappointed~ 
The children are delighted because they know they can play 
outdoors. 
Mother is afraid it is too cold and wet outside. 
Group III 
Mother and Susan go to the store where they sell v.rallpaper .• 
She can hardly wait until the paper is hung. 
Susan is going to have some new wallpaper in her room. 
Susan decides on a yellovJ and blue paper. 
Mother tells her she may choose her own paper. 
Look at the following words. The Op).JOSi te of "ralk is ran. 
Write the words that are opposite in meaning. 
dark 
-------
sad buy 
----~------- --------------
slowly 
------------ dry ------------ pleased --------
started ---------- night inside 
- 19 -
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Look at the lists of words below. They are alike in some 
way, Find out how they ~re alike. At the end of the line add 
another word that means about the same as the first two~ Choose 
your words from the Word 'List at the bottom of the page. 
1. big, l~ge, 
2. dress, hat, : ------~-------------
3. small, little, 
4 .. dime, nickel, 
5. Thursday, Friday, 
6. policeman, fireman, 
fish, 7. fruit, 
-------------
3. field, meadow, 
9. October, November, 
----··--· 
10. wheat, oats, 
11. pig, cow, 
~--------------------
12 .. lake, river, 
13. gray, r.ed, 
14. town, country, 
15~ run, jump_, 
Word List 
---
shoes corn December horse 
forest great village 
Wednesday 
pond 
- 20 -
postman 
brown 
wee penny 
meat skip 
Make a list of: 
Foods Months Days Places 
- 21 -
Look at the lists of words below. They are alike in 
some way. Find out how they are alike. At the end of the 
line add another word that means about the same as the fJ.:>:>2t 
two. Choose your words fr~om the ·woRD LIST at the bc-':;to!TI of 
the page. The first one is done to show you hown 
1. happy, glad, 
2. one, two, 
3. silk, cotton, 
4. brick: stone~ 
-r.-.~--_.,....,_..__ . ._. 
5. radio, telep:1.onE;t 
- ~-----~--· 
· 6. barber, bu te:1e:::. 
... ~---.>:-<--·--~-
7 o dog, cat, --~----~d 
go train, truck. 
.. ..--~3o-~ .. ..-:- >:a .......... ,_-:.._ 
9o lettuce, o:r.io~l'-'.' 
. ._.£...._..,_ __ --~--
ll. pa.lac e, cas tl9 $ 
12, trousersy tie; -·~---· _ 
13"' hoe, hammer~ -~-~--·-
14~ crackers, milk, 
l5o day, month.r 
WORD LIST; wood wagon grocer merry 
potato three telegraph kitten 
egg year hotel suit 
- 22-
yellow 
W00l 
shovel 
Arrange the words in the:woRD LIST in alphabetical order. 
- 23-
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Read each g~oup of wora.s. Then decide whether the main 
idea of the group is to t:el.l Where, When, or· Whz something 
happened .• 
Write 
~l'fri te 
Write 
Five 
1 
2 
3 
before the words that tell ~e~o 
before the words that tell When. 
~
before the words that tell Why. 
because of the loud roar 
before the doors opened 
so that the gasoline would pour 
near a patch of red blossoms 
because he was absent from school* 
· among the vegetables in the garden* 
near the flower covered cottage 
after the airplane made a landing* 
__ because the newspaper was wet 
after he had written the letter* 
in the city of New York 
in the month of February 
__ near the group of people 
in the middle of January* 
in the cottage by the river 
of the phrases above have a star after 
sentence for each of the phrases. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
- 24 -
them. Make a 
.. 
• 
• 
"" 
Read each group of *ords. Theh decide whether the main 
idea of the group is to tell Where, When, or Whl, something 
happened. 
Write 
Write 
Write 
l before the v.rords 1tha t tell }1p.ere~ 
2 
3 
before th-e words that tell When. 
before the -r.rJords that tell V\Th;z_. 
toward the clock tower 
so the stairs would not creak 
among the peach blossoms 
__ during a short lesson 
in order to build the house* 
__ because of his great need of help 
so that'the quarrel could be stopped 
in the middle of the night* 
at the mouth of the rive~ 
beside the frozen lakes 
in order to make a loud noise 
at the foot of the mountain* 
so that the automobile would start 
near a large rock* 
on the deck of the ship* 
... 25-
Five of the phrases above have a star after themo Make 
a sentence for each of ~·these phrases.· 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
0 
--------'------------.......-..-·---'- ·-------0 
·----------------0 
--~----------~-------------------~------·0 
- 26 .... 
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Read each group of words. Then decide whether the main 
idea of the group is to tell ~Vh~r~, ilvnen. 
...... ~ .. -~-·" 
happened. 
t~J"ri te 1 
1vri te 2 
Write 3 
before the words that tell }:fh~~,o 
before the words that tell Vvhen, 
~·'---
before the vJOrds that tell }!:hlo 
before the train left the station 
on either side of the house 
for his shoes were dirty 
in order to catch the train 
nearly twenty minutes later 
by the sparkling waterfall 
in order to stop crying 
beside a laughing brook 
near the foot of the mountain 
during the early evening 
because the rain stopped 
on the raclio 
in the deep valley 
on a bed of flowers 
for he wontt give an answer 
or vi'hY, sometlSng 
Choose the word that means the opposite. The phrases above 
will help you. 
after top 
both late 
clean question 
almost crying 
start miss 
-
27 -
The ~u;t;niE£_ M~_g_ Cc::E. 
Uncle Jack took Dick and Tom for a <lrive in the co1.:;.nt:cy. 
As they were Cl.ri ving along they savr a sign that saiC!., !! Stop) 
Look, and Listen." Then t..h.ey he0-r5_ ::1. bell tinkling;, They 
knew they were nearing:. a railrcs.cl urJosing. 
_Uncle Jack stopped the car nsar the crossing so the boys 
could see the train go byG Before they saw the engine they 
heard the whistle blowingo 
As the train came around the curve the boys became exci tea. 
They jumped out of the car with Uncle Jack close at their heels 
____ Tom decided to count the cars as they went by. He 
counted eight cars and then he stoppedc He noticed a fire 
burning in the mail care 
---
Uncle Jack and the boys hurried into the automobile. 
They took the quickest road to tl:e fire station and sent the 
firemen off to the railroad stationo 
When the train arrived at the station the fire was still 
burning. The firemen were ready with the hose a no_ the fire 
was soon put out. 
Put the number of the sentence before the right paragraph 
1. The train came into sight. 
2. The fire was put out. 
}. Tom counted eight cars. 
4. Dick and Tom went for a drive with their Uncle Jack 
5. They heard the train whistle blow. 
6. Uncle Jack hurried the boys off to the fire station. 
Father and 1-1other were taking Betty and Bobby to visit 
Grandmother~ It was a long ride from their home in the city 
to their grandmother~s farm ip the country. 
The children were quite excited about their visit. They 
planned the many different things they would do during their 
stay on the farm. Both-Betty and Bobby were looking forward 
to seeing Tom and Susan. 
Susan and Betty liked- to play With their dolls.. Tom ana. 
Bobby had a good time riding around the farm on Tim, Grand-
father1s horse. They all would take long walks in the woods 
and pick flowers for Grandmother. Then they wouldhave picnic 
lunches by the bank of the river. They could almost taste 
those sandwiches now. 
Of o ourse Betty would help Grandmother wash the dishes 
and make the beds. Bobby would help Grandfather feed the 
chickens, the cows 1 and Tim, the horse. 
·They both enjoyed working in the garden where Grandfather 
had many kinds of vegetables planted. There were so many 
things for them to do on the farm! 
Draw a red line under the best name for this story. 
1. Feeding the Animals 4. Walking in the Woods. 
2. Helping Grandmother 5. A Picnic by the River 
3, Working in the Garden 6. Good Times on the Farm 
Make a list of the things Betty enjoyed doing on the farm. 
1. 3. 
2. 4. 
- 29-
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A~i 
• 
• 
Make a list of the things Bobby enjoyed doing on the farm • 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
Make a list of the things the o hildren did together. 
l. 2. 
Make a list of other things they might do on the farm .. 
l • 2. 
- 30 -
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1. Early one afternoon Betty and Bobby were going to the 
bank. They got into the automobile With Mother. All three 
sat on the front seat. 
2. At a curve in the roaa. and high up in quite a tall 
pine tree they saw a la~ge bird_ Suddenly he began to call 
in a very angry voice. He flew in the direction of the radio 
tow.er. Can you guess the reason for his excitement? 
3. From the north came the sound of an engine. High in 
the sky the children saw a giant airplane flying above the 
river. Mother stopped the car so the children could watch 
the airplane disappear from sight. 
4. The cries of the bird had stopped and he was nowhere 
to be seen. Then the children remembered that Mother had 
some business at the bank. 
Draw a line around the best title for this story. 
1. The Angry Bird 
2. The Giant Airplane 
3. Going to the Bank· 
4 .. Betty and Bobby 
~ut the number of the paragraph on the line before the phrase 
that best tells about the paragraph 
1. a large airplane 
2. a bird calling 
- 31-
}. starting the car again 
4-. leaving for the bank 
• 
~I}· 
~~· 
Make L 
Make s 
.:...;.;...j 
on the 
on the 
box 
.rack 
mail 
line if you hear 
line if you he~u:· 
bother 
made 
safe 
' 
·- 32-
a long vowel in a word. 
a short vowel in a word. 
sent find know 
shelf think _happy 
side stole __.... present 
- I 
~ 
.. C'!t 
Oi'~ 
•• 
• 
Shoppihg for Mother 
1. Betty and Bobby have their little yellow and gray wagon 
outside the door~ TheJ are going to the grocery store for 
Mother.. This is a pleasant aa_venture for the children as the 
grocer is their very go(od friend. 
2, Mother has telephoned the order so that the children 
will not forget anything. Betty will carry the purse with the 
. money. Bobby will pull the pretty yellow and gray wagon by 
its strong handle. 
3. Now they have arrived at the store. ~heir grocer 
friend is inside waiting to help them pack the wagon. 
4. In one package there are crackers, a quart of milk, 
matches, and a jar of peach jam~ Onions, lettuce, and some 
frozen vegetables are not too heavy for Bobby to carry to the 
wagon. 
5. One penny is left in the purse when the bill is paid. 
The children thank the grocer and then start toward home~ 
Write the number of the paragraph on the line in front of the 
sentence. In which paragraph does it· tell that! 
_ The grocer has the order ready. 
There is not much money left when the grncery bill is 
The children will not need to remember the order. 
__ Betty and Bobby like to go to the store. 
__ Betty and Bobby will have many things to take home. 
- 33 .... 
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What did the dhildr.Bn take to the store? 
l. 3· 
? .• 
2. 
What did the grocer put in the first package? 
1. 3· 
2. 4. 
What was in the second package? 
1. 3-
2. 
What two things made the first package heavy'? 
1 • 2. 
• 
- 34-
A Night on the Train 
Nancy and Dick were going on a journey to visit Grand-
mother who lived many mil~s away. They had to travel two 
days, so they would eat and sleep on the train. 
Mother helped them pack their clothes in a small trunk 
which belonged to Father.i The truck was sent by rail early 
in the week so that it would be at Grandmother's when they 
arrived. 
Father drove them to the railroad station and waited 
until the train started. It wasn't long before suppertime, 
so they followed some other hungry people into the dining 
car. Soon after supper their beds were ready. At eight 
o'clock they were asleep. 
During the night Nancy dreamed that she was the chief 
cook in the train 1 s f:itchen. She had to break and cook ex-
actly seven dozen eggs. Dick was to help her count them. 
Suddenly the train gave a jerk, creaked, and stopped. 
Nancy awoke with a start. She was happy that her work as 
cook was only a dream. 
Write the number of the correct ending on the line after the 
beginning part of the sentence. 
Grandmother lived ~ 1. 
In her dream she w~a-s-b~u--sy~- 2. 
-----Nancy and Dick were going ------ 3 •• 
Nancy woke up when • 4 
Nancy dreamed about _________ * 5. 
Father drove Nancy and Dick ti. 
The children 1 s clothes were -s"'::"e-:-:-n-:-t--- 7 
----· . They had supper --------· g. 
- 35-
9. 
10. 
in the dining car 
in Father's trunk 
to the train 
many miles away 
to visit Grandmot· 
cooking in the ki 
breaking lots of 
the train gave a 
in·a box 
with their mother 
r 
~, .. ·". 
' ' - ~-
• 
• 
-· '-· 
Find a word in the story that means about the same as the 
words below. Write the~word on the line~ 
' 
start rail stay 
crack trip shortly __ ..___, 
dine main 
---
delighted 
-· 
- 36-
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The Lost Trousers 
Jack thought he ~ould wear his new trousers to the 
f .. 
Valentine party. The trousers were made of v.rool and were very 
warm. Grandmother had sent them by mail on his birthday in 
February. 
Jack looked in his clothes cupboard, but he could not 
find the trousers anywhere. On the middle shelf he found the 
box that the trousers had come in, but he didn't bother to 
look inside,. He expected to find them hanging v.ri th his other• 
clothes. He was finding everything except the new trousers~ 
Just as he was beginning to worry and wonder what had 
become of his trousers he decided to call downstairs to 
Mother. Mother called back. ni meant to tell you that I 
have your trousers, Jack. I noticed that a button was almost 
off. I thought this a good chance to sew it on for you." 
11 That explains everything, 11 said Jack. "I was beginning 
to think that robbers had stolen them. I am glad they are 
safe. Thank you, Mother. 11 
Write the number of the correct ending on the line after the 
beginning part of the sentence. 
Jack fauna Q.verything except -----
Jack was happy to 
Jack's trousers were 
-----· 
He almost thought that robbers 
The box they carne in was 
- 37 ... 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-. 
5. 
to look inside 
his new trousers 
the clothes cup-
board 
find his ne1v tr01 
anywhere 
r 
--:-
He didn't know that Mother was .. 6. a button was missin. 
Jack c ouldn 1 t find his trousers 
-----
. 7· a birthday present 
Jack didn 1 t know that __.._. ____ . 3. sewing on the butto 
The trousers were not in • 
-------
9 .. on the middle shelf 
10. had stolen his new 
trousers 
11. other clothes 
• 
• 
.... 33 -
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The Cooking Lesson 
On Thursday Granaffionher said, 11 Would you be willing to 
help me make sauce for the pudding'? tr 
The children were delighted and were q1;.ick to 1\•as~:1 thoir 
hands, Grandmother was going to teach them BtGp ~y step so 
she sat on a stool near by. 
11 We must plan our work so we won't get into trouble and 
spoil the sauce," she said. 11 First we shall boil some water. 
Then add. the sugar, salt, and. flour. Don 1 t u:Jset it as w.e 
have exactly the right amount. Let Betty mix it. Bobby may 
use the wooden spoon to stir it." 
The sauce was not too thick and not too sweet. Betty 
cut a large lump of butter. When the butter began to melt in 
the hot sauce it was ready to pour into the green pitcher • 
11 Betty may use the rubber scraper to scrape the bottom 
of the sauce pan, 11 said Grandmother. 0 Now you have the right 
idea.. I believe that you both understand this cooking lesson. 
Your sauce is wonderful. II· 
Draw a circle around the correct e'nding for each sentence. 
1. Grandmother asked the children to help her make 
pudding, sauce, south 
2. The children were 
delighted, difference, di sap"!) ear 
3. They washed their hands in a 
hunter, hundred, hurry 
4. They were going to plan their 
world, work, worth 
5 .. They had to measure to'get the right 
among, amuse, amount 
- 39 -
-• 
~~-
. 
6. Betty cut a large lump of 
butter, button 1 bubble 
7. The knife had a red 
hammer, happen, handle 
S. They poured the sauce into a green 
pillow, pitcher, piano 
9. Betty scraped the bottom of the 
· pan, boat, bo1.vl 
JD. Grandmother thought it was a good cooking 
lettuce, lesson, class 
- 4-o -
A Day at the Shore 
One day in October Uncle Jack took the children for a 
ride. . They wante~ to qxi ve by the ocean and '\iiTalk across the 
c:r-I~;!:~.P;~\ to the cliffs beyond. They decided to take Rusty 
along for._\their guide~ 
There was a strong breeze and the sea was very rough 
.... ,.., 
that' day. -____ :.Far b;AYCil[~ the rocks -they could see the fog rolling 
-~ ' --~ 
-,....,--.;.._ 
in. It was not good weath:e:r_for a sailboat. 
I 
. 
Rusty began; to growl nd ~~t exgi t5td.,, Uncle J~a;'K ·steppe~ 
- ' -~ / . 
the 
• - ~~--;J / - - .· .. '~~~~ 
j 1· :~.gn;ful ~itt~ c~~,t-ag.e · ay:large hot-ei.~""<L.,; ," 
_ oed ~A:~ad of the children and 't~g/to dig deep holes 
in the wet s_5hd. ~etty __ ~nd Bobby gathered stones of every 
-.. 
color and filled their pockets, In a t~de pool they found a 
dead starfish. Then they began to hunt for other interesting 
; 
things. 
. . Rusty w~de~~ tfi"e'-~e~ and finally had a swim. A flock 
of gulls had gathered on the _rocks. Betty tried to count 
them. Suddenly there was a great flapping of wings and some 
of the gulls took flight. One bird shot down to the water. It 
came up with a fish in its bill. The children yelled with 
excitement and Bobby said} 11 That fish is a real fisherman l" 
Write the correct ending for each sentence. 
1. Uncle Jack took the children 
for a race, for a ride 
2~ They wanted to drive --~--~----~----· into the ocean, by the ocean 
3• The children liked to walk • 
~--~--~~~-----across the sand, above the cliffs 
~. They decided to take Rusty ------~----------· 
for their guide, for a gallop 
5c They could see that • 
the sea was very rough, the rocks were covered with 
sand 
- ~1 ~ 
• 
6. They watched ~~--~~~~--~~~~~----RustY rolling in the. sand, the fog come rolling in 
7• Rusty aug aeep holes beyond the cliffs~ ip. the wet sana 
~. In a tide pool they found· • ----~>-----
a little said boat, ~ cieaa starfish 
9. Rusty had a swim . in the tide pool, in: the ocean 
1D. A sea gull caught a fish _· ...,._----------0 
in its bill, in its wings 
I 
\ 
I' 
1. The snow .was whirl·ing down. It.\vas making a white 
·' 
blanket over t}+~ ea~th.. Jack and Jane wer'e-..... standing at their' 
''\ They_~ watch_~ng the snow pile u~~~~tside. They 
? '-~---- \ _/ \ 
·· ... ·-eoul.Q, hardly/wait to get o~doors. . . 
2. The;. could see cars ~ng up and down the street. The 
' ~= f 
J "" 
. \ 
i car windows.~were frosty. I . I , 
3 •. They knew that the lake would begin to freeze. They 
would go, skating with Betty and Bobby. 
I . 
lf:·Their sled was broken, but Father could easily fix it 
with his hammer. They could take turns sliding down Mr. Browh's 
hill. 
/ 5. Just then they heard the telephone ring. Betty and 
B'obby wanted to make a snowman. It d.i dn t t take Jack and Jane 
~- ;~ long to put on some warm clothes. Out the door they ran into 
the whi. te world. 
6. By and by Mother we~t to the window. She saw the four 
children. Then she saw .something fat and white. She did not 
have to guess what that.was. Mr. Snowman had come for a visit. 
Draw a red line under _the best title for this story. 
Watching at the Window 
Frosty Car Windows 
Sliding on the Lake 
A Broken Sled 
Making a Snowman 
A Splendid Snowman 
Write the number of the paragraph on the line in front of the 
phrase. In which paragraph does it tell about: 
a sled to mend 
a welcome visitor 
---
---
falling snow 
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---
---
getting ready to go 
out 
plans for skating 
traveling in the snow 
! 
Betty Practices Her Piano Lesson 
Yesterday afternoon everyone was busy doi.ng one thing or 
another. Betty thought that she vcou.J...d practice her piano 
lesson.. 11First I will choose a march 1 11 she said, nand play it 
without making a mistake, 11 
Among her music books Betty found a gay march. She 
played it through with not one wrong note being struck. She 
was eager to try something else. 
For her next piece she meant to play something slow and 
lovely, but she heard loud chattering noises outdoorso She 
went to the window to find out the cause of these strange sounds. 
There on the walk beneath the windows was a group of children 
marching. Baby was their leader. The children liked Bettyfs 
music and were, calling for more~ 
Although she wanted to play something different, Betty 
went back to her piano to play the march~ She played it again 
and again for these jolly childreno 
In the sentences below there is a line drawn to show that a 
word is missingo Write the missing word above the line •. 
l~ was busy. 
2. Betty her piano lessonD 
3. Her first piece was a --------------------~ 
4. She would play without making a------------------~ 
5. Not one note was struck. 
·6. Betty heard loud -------------------- outdoors. 
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7. Beneath the windows was a 
--------
of children. 
8• The children were marchipg with Baby for their .. 
9~ They wanted Betty to play more 
-------" 
JD. Betty played the march ana 
children. --:---- ---
for the happy 
.... 4-5 -
• ..---
• 
-
.... 
A Surprise 
Nobody knew what Baby had in her basket. She kept the 
cover on and vmuldn 1 t allow anyone to look inside. Betty and 
Bobby were very curious about what it might be. Was it alive1 
Whatever it was it lay quiet inside and nothing seemed to move. 
Could it be one of her playthings? Perhaps it was her· wooly 
lamp or her pink and white rabbit. 
Baby carried her basket everywhere she went. Nobody had 
a chance to take a peek. Once she lifted the cover but neither 
Betty nor Bobby were quick enough to see anything because Baby 
closed it quickly. 
11 She ought to let us have one loolc, rt Bobby thought. "Then 
we could forget the whole thing. We would promise not to ask 
about it again • II 
Just then something happened. Baby lost her balance when 
she began to climb the steps. Her _basket flew open as it 
tumbled to the ground. Then Betty and Bobby knew that the joke 
I 
was on them. There was nothing at all in ·the basket. 
Who did the follmving? Write the answer on the line. 
itffiO: 
1. were very curious? 
2. kept the cover on? 
--------------~----~ 
3. had a wooly lamb? 
4. carried her basket everywhere? 
5. were not quick enough to see? 
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6. could forget the whole thing'? 
~· 7. lost her balance'? 
El. knew t~at the joke was on 'them'? 
9. could promise not to cont:Lnue asking'? 
10. wouldn't allow anyone to look'? 
11. closed the basket quickly? 
- l+7 -
A V~cation in the City 
Uncle J~ck lived in New York. He had asked Jim to visit 
him •. July is a hot month to be in the city but Jim did not 
mind. He was happy to have the chance to see some of the mariy 
places of interest in this great city. 
Uncle Jack and Jim planned several trips. There was so 
much to be seen in New York. 
They would climb to the top of a bus. From there they 
could watch the confusion of automobiles, trucks, and people 
along the busy streets. 
Jim wanted to go to the top of a certain very tall build-
ing. It was the tallest building in the world, If the day 
were clear Jim would be able to see many miles away. 
On the rivers there would be all kinds of boats. The 
steamships would be the largest of all. Some of the smaller 
boats would whistle to each other as they crossed from shore 
to shore. 
Uncle Jack had other trips planned, also. What fun to be 
in New York. 
Write the number of the correct ending on the line after the 
beginning part of the sentence. 
July is.a hot month 1. many miles away 
Jim does not mind • 
---
2. steamships 
In New York there are 
---·· 
3. with Uncle Jack 
From the bus top they could see 
---
• 4. the hot city 
There is no taller building • 
---
5· to be in the city 
- 4g-
On a clear day Jim c~~ld see 6. in the whole world 
there would be all kinds of boats -• 7 • from shore to shore 
Some boats orosa 
-----· 
Jim is in New York fo~ a visit o 
---
The largest boats would be _..___ .. 
49 ·~ 
8~ many places of 
interest 
9. on the rivers 
10. the confusion of 
automobiles· 
H.ere are some words t'o malte an alphabet~ One word begins 
with each letter of the alphabet except X and z. Find the word 
that begins with a. 'VI/rite it on the line below. Find the word 
that begins withE_ and write it~ bo this for all the other 
words. 
candy bunch quiet roar 
grocer dark people yard 
empty lion iron terrible 
apples often monkey vines 
honey juice keys shoe 
flower nickel umbrella wings 
a. i. q. 
b. j • r. 
c. k. s. 
d. l. t. 
e. m. u. 
f. n. v. 
g. o. w. 
h. p. y.,. 
.... 50-
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Here are some words to make a Foo~ alphabet. Find the 
word that begins with a. 'Write it on the line below. Find 
-., 
the word that begins with:'b .. Write it on the line below;, Do 
this with all the words. 
juice l~tt1;1ce turkey 
onions bread apples 
duck rice porridge 
honey sauce ice cream 
milk fish eggs 
wheat cake vegetables 
a. h .. P• 
b. i. r .• 
c._ j • s. 
d. 1. t .. 
e. m. v. 
f .• o. w. 
Some of the letters are left out of this alphabet. \~rite 
the missing letters on the lines below. 
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1. When Mother makes cake she puts butter and sugar into 
a bowl. She mtxes these ~ntil they are creamy. Then she adds 
eggs, milk, flour and other things. She stirs everything to-
gether before she puts it into the pan. Next she puts it into 
the oven to bake. As the ce~e bakes it rises~ In about an 
hour it will be a nice golden brown, ready to come out of the 
oven. How good it smells! 
2. The farmer works hard. He has to get up early as he 
has many things to do. The cows, chickens, and horses must be 
fed,. His garden needs care. Vegetables are waiting to be 
picked. They must be ready when people come to buy them. The 
farmer is a very busy. person. 
Put the number of the right story before each sentence. 
---
The farmer is a busy person. 
---
He sells vegetables. 
Cake needs sugar and milk. 
___ Many people buy things. 
Cake rises as it bakes. 
52 -
Mother makes cake. 
---
---
He needs money . ., 
____ He cares for his garden 
Cffke is good to eato 
He feeds the animals. 
Read the Stories 
1. He takes the same walk every day. He carries a pack 
on his back. He does not always come to your dooro When he 
does come he drops something in your box. 
2. Daddy goes to this shop quite often. If other people 
are ahead of him he has to wait. When his turn comes he sits 
in a chair, A man puts an apron over Daddy. Then he begins 
to cut. 
3. See the boat coming in. It is full of fresh fish. 
The fish will be sold. Perhaps Mother will buy some of this 
fish and give it to you for dinner. 
4. Mother comes from the farm with good things to eat. 
She can buy many kinds of fruits and vegetables there. The 
man raises these things on his farm. 
Put the number of the right story before each sentence. 
_____ Mother buys things to eat from this helper. 
---
This helper catches the food he sells. 
This man brings us news~ 
____ This helper keeps your hair short. 
Write the names of these helpers. 
1. 
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3· 
4. 
& / ' . f / 
There is a line to show that a word is left out. Write the 
missing word on the line~ 
summer winter 
In children can play 
-----
~utdoors almost every.day. 
Boys and girls have to stay 
inside some days during 
good wicked 
Betty was reading a story 
about a old witch. 
---
Her book had a story about 
some people, too. 
light dark 
The baby seeds were under the 
ground where it was very 
Soon they will begin to grow 
soft loud 
The voices of boys and girls 
should be when they sing, 
---
It is a good idea for children 
not to have voices too 
when they play. 
wide narrow 
Where the river was we 
......---
could not see the other shore. 
There was a bridge across one . 
of the ___ places. 
buy sell 
The farmers went to market to 
---
potatoes and corn~ 
When he came back he had money 
and little plants will come out to groceries. 
into the 
------· 
wet dry empty full 
It was a r~iny day so every- In the fall the barn was 
thing outside was very 
------· 
of vegetables. 
The sun came out at noon and By spring everything had been 
it didn't take long for the eaten and the barn was 
---·· 
streets to 
---· 
- 5l+-
-Read these sentences~,,: Write what it is on the line. Make a 
picture of it in the,,b;ox. The Word List at the bottom of the 
page will help you. 
This grew under the 
ground. It is a good 
food. 
Mother has fun when 
she buys one. Some 
of them are pretty. 
Most of them smell 
very sweet. This 
one is pinl:s: and 
pretty. 
I 
I 
I 
It is a long climb to I 
the top. It is very ! 
cold there, too. 
Word List: 
potato 
valentine 
mountain 
basket 
hat 
wagon 
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i Mother uses this for 
l 
cream and milkc It 
comes in all sizesa 
People find me very 
usefuL. They carry 
things in me. Some-
times I am made of 
straw. 
I Children like to play 
with me. They use me 
in many ways. I am 
often painted a bright 
! color. 
This is sent in Febru-
1 ary. 
i 
! you 
I 
I 
: 
It tells how much 
lar e somebody. 
----------------
blossom 
pitcher 
Read the Words 
1. city 3. country 
2, automobile 4. seashore 
Put the humber of the word before each ph~ase~ 
ve~y large house~ 
___....___. 
_____ people in swimming 
---
---
---
---
---
goes along the street 
many people 
large farms 
many busy streets 
cows in the pasture 
runs with gasoline 
----- rolling water 
----
---
----
sea gulls flying about 
sand to play in 
many large stores 
many colors 
winding roads 
smell of pine 
shady lanes 
itlhat do you like to do at the seashore?· Write the answer on 
the lines below~ 
Put 1_ in front of the p~rases that make you think of summer. 
Put 2 in front of the phrases that make you thir~ of wintero 
a long vacation ____ playing in the sand 
swimming in the ocean co:d wiEds blowing 
skating on the pond ~ many colored flowers 
snowflakes flying through the air _ birds singlng 
warm breezes blowing. ____ bright colored butterflie 
sliding doi.vn the hill __ picking flowers 
working in the garden ____ making snowmen 
picnic lunches walks in the woods 
long drives in the country ----· planning vacations 
gathering sea shells ___ fishing in the river 
Find two words that begin with! 
fl br 
Write two words that rhyme with: 
fish sand 
• 
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